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Vol. XXII, No. 4 **** 
1993 Jessup Moot Court 
Competition Considers 
Treatment of Refugees 
BY CHRISTIE GRAVES 
The USD Moot Court Board recently 
held the 1993 Jessup International Compe-
tition on November 12. Organized by tour-
nament coordinator Vince Brunkow, this 
year's problem presented issues regarding 
the jurisdiction of the International Court 
of Justice and the compelling problem of 
the legal status of refugees under interna-
tional law. The problem was prepared by 
the International Law Student's Associa-
tion and Brunkow prepared the judge's 
bench memo. Kirk Donnelly and Eric 
Prosser won the competition and take free 
BarBri courses. Donnelly was the winner 
of this semester's Alumni Tort Competi-
tion. 
Thirteen teams competed in this year's 
competition. Eight teams advanced to the 
semi-finals, and four advanced to the final 
· round, held in Grace Courtroom. Finalists 
included Mike Murphy and Sean 
Schwerdtfeger in second, Shae Kolby and 
Mike Morehead in third, and Matt Greco 
and Jeff Lady in fourth. 
Morehead and Kolby also took Best 
Brief for the Applicant side. Larissa Kehoe 
and Breffni Kehoe took Best Brief Respon-
dent, while Prosser won Best Oralist. 
. A four member Jessup National Team 
was selected out of the top nine competi-
tors after one of the top eight declined to be 
interviewed for the team. Vince Brunkow 
will coach the team of Anne-Margaret 
Bartish, Donelly, Prosser and 
Schwerdtfeger. The teams will compete at 
the Jessup Regional Competition in Febru-
ary. 
The final round was judged by USD 
alumna Sheryl King, Professor Maimon 
Schwartzschild and Richard McCarthy. 
Specifically, the problem involved 
Hilary Pankhurst, a citizen of the fictitious 
state ofDraconia. Hilary traveled to neigh-
boring Balboa to speak at an international 
conference, where she delivered a blasting 
speech about Draconia's policies toward 
minority groups. As a result, Hilary's apart-
ment was ransacked and her personal pa-
pers were confiscated. Her husband 
Rousseau and daughter Emily were placed 
Please tum to Page 3, Column 4 
In the News--
Distinguished Professor Bernard Siegan 
returns from Eastern Europe bearing tales 
of democratic experiments. 
(Article on Page 1) 
*** 
Everything Old is New Again. Motions 
remains Motions by one vote. 
(Article on Page 4) 
*** 
Native Tribal Gambling: The Dark Side 
of jurisdictional conflicts and reduced tort 
liability exposed by practicioner. 
(Artic le on Page 9) 
*** 
Our True Romance Correspondent 
spends Thanksgiving fending off the Twi-
light Zone while dreaming of Redford. 
(Article on Page 5) 
*** 
Single Mothers' dual roles as law students 
and moms examined. 
(Article en Page 6) 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 2t 1993 
DislinguislwlPmfessorBemaa/Siegan 
Law School Hosts Forum on 
Possible Post-NAFTA Border 
Environmental Problems 
BY MARK SCOTT BAGULA 
The night the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) 
passed by a surprisingly wide margin, a forum on trans-border envi-
ronmental problems was held at USD Law. The forum was organized 
by USD Professor Jorge Vargas and Dorothy Vinski of Vargas' Inter-
national Environmental Law class. 
The panel of five discussed Mexico's expanding regulatory frame-
work for dealing with environmental problems. Although particular 
emphasis was given to the . effect these regulation will have on San 
Diego, the entire US-Mexico relationship was discussed in light of the 
then impending approval of NAFTA. 
Ron Pettis, an international and business law specialist at Gray, 
Cary, Ames & Frye, began the evening with a concise history of the 
evolution of environmental regulation in Mexico. Pettis noted that the 
most significant elements of Mexico's environmental regime have 
·only been in place since 1988. I i . 
Over this short period, Mexico has developed a set of environ-
mental regulations that compare favorably ·to the present US frame-
work. Interestingly, Pettis -commented that in some areas Mexico's 
regulations are actually "more stringent than the US." 
All of the speakers at the forum acknowledged, however, that 
Mexico has had a poor enforcement record. Where the speakers were 
not in agreement was over the issue of whether Mexico had recently 
increased the levels of enforcement. 
Pettis presented the position that Mexico has begun to enforce its 
environmental regulations strictly. He used statistics to back his 
claim. In 199Z, Mexican enforcement officials conducted 1,050 in-
spections, and wrote 942 citations for violations. These violations 
resulted in the shutting down of 714 businesses. Of the 714 busi-
nesses, 105 were shut down permanently. 
The most enthusiastic supporter of Mexico's present environmen-
tal efforts was Leopoldo Burguerte, an attorney with the Mexican firm 
Bryant Gonzalez Baz-Gonzalez Vargas in Juarez. Burguerte ex-
pressed with enthusiasm this opinion that regardless of US passage of 
NAFTA, Mexico is committed to improving its environment. His 
most salient point was that in Mexico's "forty years of industrializa-
Please tum to Page 3, Column 1 
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Eastern Eurone's Constitutional Future .. 
Prof. Siegan, Advisor to 
New Democracies, Returns 
from Eastern Europe Trip 
Some Countries Fairing Better than 
Others: Poland, Originally Cause for 
Much Optimism, Has Seen a Reversal 
Good Prospects for Czech Republic 
BY ROBERT Lrrn.E 
USD School of Law's Distinguished Professor Bernard 
H. Siegan returned from Poland a week before Thanksgiving 
after consulting with leaders of free market oriented po-
litical parties following their election defeat. 
In addition to meeting with parliamentary leaders 
and activists, Siegan lectured at three universities, spoke 
at a conference on constitutional law and learned about 
the recently altered political landscape in Poland, East-
ern Europe's second-largest country, and the first nation 
in Europe to break free of Communist control. 
In fall elections to replace a centrist government, the 
left parties won 43 percent of the vote, rightists 29 per-
cent, and the centrists picking up 20 percent. However, 
because of the system of seating members of parliament, 
the left took a solid majority in the government. The new 
government wants to slow, and possibly in some areas 
reverse, the pace of economic reform and liberalization. 
Many Poles argue that as the economy has moved from a 
command to a free market system, people have suffered 
unemployment ,and inflation. "I am very concerned about 
the sentiment among the leaders of the left parties. They 
have gained control ,and will largely write Po.land's new 
constitution." I 
Siegan's concern with the Polish constitution is not 
I • • 
merely because he is a scholar of the U.S. Const1tut1on. 
In addition, Siegan has spent the years since the 
manumission of Eastern Europe consulting with political 
leaders around the world in constitution drafting. , He 
played a role in the writing of Bulgaria's constitution, 
and has advised government officials or private groups 
in the Ukraine, Czechoslovakia, Brazil, Armenia, Canada 
and Bolivia, in addition to Bulgaria and Poland. 
While Bulgaria's constitution contains some of 
Siegan's suggestions, Ukraine's proposed constitution 
emphasizes entitlements with few of the eco~omic p_r1-
tections Siegan feels are important to attractmg capital 
investment and ensuring long-term economic growth and 
stability. 
Siegan's book Drafting a Constitution for a Nation 
or Republic Emerging into Freedom, published by the 
Locke Institute and the Institute for Humane Studies at 
George Mason University, has been translated into Span-
ish, Polish, Ukrainian and Portuguese. 
Siegan's approach to writing a constitution includes 
strong protection of property and economic rights, as he 
makes clear both in his book and in an article published 
in 1992 in 29 San Diego Law Review 161. Siegan's ideal 
constitution would include judicial review, separation 
and limitation of government powers and protection of a 
wide variety of rights--political, intellectual, and mate-
rial. ' 
Although Siegan's writing on the U.S. Constitution 
decries many Supreme Court interpretations of the Con-
stitution, he nonetheless feels judicial review is an inte-
gral part of any constitution which would protect the 
rights of citizens. Siegan explains, "Although judicial 
review makes possible poor decisions by a judiciary, some 
real check must stand in the way of the legislative branch 
to prevent violations of individual's rights. With notable 
exceptions, the U.S. Supreme Court has, on the whole, 
secured the people's freedom. As long as the court can 
only do negatives--that is, say no to the legislature--but 
not actually control spending and taxing, judicial review 
is the only mechanisip to protect the people against the 
legislature." -
. Please tum to Page 4, Column 1 
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COMPILED BY FRANKLIN A. WESTON and professionals; · details ,various a('.eas ·leading · to landmark . rulings. ·[Tran-
,_ Stnior Reference Librarian of law. that have . direct bearing on con- scripts and audiotapes of the actual ar-
ABT, JOHN J. Who Has the Right to gregational life and ministerial practice; ·· guments.] ' · ' -
Make War? The Constitutional Crisis. and focuses on "riskmanagement": ways JONES, LAMAR. Discovering -the Pub-
, 
I 
The· Student Bar 
Association: Report 
from the President 
. Qt,ae,~tions whether the President or-Con- that congregations and religious organi- lie Interest: a history of the Boston Bar · Bv BRAD F1Ei.os -
· gr.~s~ has the right lo d.eclare war. zations ·and professionals. can improve Association. Reveaistriumphs of land~ Well finals are around the comer . . It 
AD,.\MS; LAURIE. Art on Trial: from their functil'ning and miniinize their ex- '·mark cases, rigors of the profession~.and· ·would probably be good to look .to the 
Whis#er to Rothko: . Covers six modem posure to legal difficulties. the far-reaching influence · of Harvard• futunfllt this point. Events upcoming (or 
. an ,ttjals, the highly colorful · personali- DOGGETT; MAEVE E; · Marriage; Law.School. · · · " . next semester inClude the following: : 
ties , inv<!>lved; and recreates the trials Wife-Beating and the Law in Victorian LAWSON, · LINDA.· Truth Jn Pubiish~ . ·VITA - 'The Volunteer Inconie Tax 
with; pertinent excerpts from the t¢.in- England. Sets the practice of wife-beat- ing: federarregulation 'of iht />'ti ss ''s . ,A$sistance·(VITA) progqlm is a great way 
seripts. . ing in its historical context and 'specu- . business practices: 1880-1920 .. · Exam~ tQ volunteer your time while yo,uarealaw 
' BARBER: SOTIRIOS A. The Constitu- lates on why fr continued as a socially ; . foes ~e press as a .busfoess susceptible . . student. VITA pro.vides free a8sis~ to 
.• tion o/Judiciai Power: Takes on en- • acceptable-behavior even_ after the 1891 ·· tocol'.poniteabustsaridgoV.emmentregu~ · ']ieople-wbd ·nCed help preparing their tax. 
) efuies.and friends of the Supreme Court, . ruling of R~ v. Jackson which made wi(e- '-', latlon--j'ust like' any qthet !enterprise; .• ; . ·. r:etums." ·. Often;'. this• inCludes low. income; 
., . attacking New Right ideas about consti.. beating illegal. .LEIKIN, EZE.KIEL The Beilis Tran- ·: el!.ferly,andhandic8.J>pedpersons. The time 
• . . tutional interpretation as \veil as the ideas EASTLAND,: TERRY, ect Religious scripts: th~ a'liti~Semitic trial that shook commitment is minilnal. · A. minim~m of 
'· ·of liberals who have abandoned· the clas- Liberty· in the Supreme Court: the cases ·· the world. . Provides, in abbreviated fonn; .fourhoors perweek from Febru8ry to April 
sic.al constifutionalism that afonejusti- that define the debate over church and. 'the transcripts of the 1911 trial of an· 15isall·thatisrequirtd: It'sasmallinvest-
fies ·warren-era activism. · state. Covers 25 ·of the most important innocent . ~e~ish man· accused of killing ment of time for the satisfaction of helping 
~ARR, NICHOLAS, ed; Current Issues cases in the church/state area. ·with . a· a·boy for ritual 'purposes, and reveals· the people. ~ IRS provides training ·to aJI . 
in the Economics of Welfare. Covers sampling of contemporaneous editorial · ~fulf scope pf the .Russian government volunteers. Trainiitg<taicestwci full ·w~~-: 
· topics. on private and· social insurance, comment from important newspapers . of . conspiracy through· .. Imperial archives •·.ends andjs tentitively•sche<ftiled for Janu:.. 
· retirement pensioris, :1he po:Vei'ty trap, the time and reflections ontrendSin th~ : that were'. released aftenlle. 1917 Reva- ary·l5"16 '8nd22-23 at USD . . After you 
. benefits, incentives and uncertainty; the Court'si'eligion-Clausejurisprudenceand Jution:· . .· •. compl~ted1t;·ttaining, you will vol~nteer 
. definition and measurement of poverty their implications for public life; ·LIT AN; R.OB~RT E:. 'Verdict: asse~sing' your time lit VITA. sites. These sites are 
and inequality, the economics of char- EPSTEIN~· RICHARD A. Bargaining ' the:civil}uryisystetn. Examines tile civil located aroilnd·the county, and you can 
ity; health care insurance and provision, With theState. Examines the-threats to jucy system and discusses :whether·cer- .choose the si~ that is most convenient to 
education, and the political ·economy of liberty that arise not through direct leg- · tain featL1res . shoul<f be modified or re;. you, To becofllC a VITA volunteer, sign up 
housing. . islative command but through the power · foim_ed, such as changes . iri trial proce~ on the list' posted on the $.BA door in the 
BRADNEY, A. Religions, Rights and of government selectively to distribute .dure and techniques, . reCiuction· in· ad- writs. . . 
. Laws. Concerns the relationship between benefits and favors to its citizens through ·· ministrative costs and delays, and a . First-Year Programs · - This semester, 
religion, rights, and legal rules within grants, contracts, · license.s, tax exemp- .change in the way juries are chosen. our first-year prQgi:ams 'included orienta .. 
Great Britain as of 31 July 1992; lions, and access to public property. A MINSON,JEFFREY. Questions of Con- tion and follow-up orientation . . These pro-
BULLIS, RONALD K. Legal issues and . sequel ~o Takings, published in 1985. duct: sexual harassment, citizenship; grams were extreniely well received. Next 
. Religious Counseling. Describes, ana- GAUTHIER, DAVID, ed. Rationality, government. Puts forth a case for radi- 'semester, we will continue to provide pro-
lyzes, and organizes the types of legal . Justice and the Social Contract: themes cally changing the conventional terms grams specifically targeted towards first-
issues most encountered by religious from Morals by Agreement. Presents a of debate in respect to two intersecting year students. 
counselors. . , group of philosophers, ·economists, and issues: the problem of sexual harassment; We also have a number of other events 
BURTON, DA YID H. Holmes-Sheehan political theorists who discuss Gauthier's and the place of "citizenship" in social- _ planned. These include the traditional SBA 
Corr,espondence: letters of Justice Oliver work and explore the possibilities and ist political programs. programs, such as Bar Review Informa-
Wendell Holmes, Jr. and Canon Patrick limitations of the contractarian approach NIXON, EDNA. Voltaire and the Calas tional Session, working on the Dr. Martin 
Augustine Sheehan. Enhances the repu- to issues of justice. .. Case. Recreates the dramati~ory of Luther King Celebration, working on the 
tation of Holmes as one of the great GOULD, WILLIAM B. Ageiiila for Re- one of the most notorious miscarriages St. Patrick's Day Party, the Law Revue Tai-
letter writers in American history and form: the future of employment rela- of justice in legal history: 200 years ago ent Show, our SBA Spring Elections, and 
illuminates the highly complex and con- tionships and the law. Proposes reforms Jean, the father of Marc-Antoine Cal as, the Graduation Party. If you would like to 
troversial "mind and faith" of Justice td, balance the interests of management a Huguenot, died on the . wheel for the help work on any of these events or would 
Holmes (the man of science) with· his and workers, and to protect employee alleged murder of his son. · like to see the SBA sponsor other events, 
interaction with Canon Sheehan (the man participation and job security. ROSE, MARK. Authors and Owners: please let us know. 
of God) in 'new and significant ways. GUYER, PAUL. Kant and the Experi- the invention of copyright. Traces the How can you get in touch with the 
The Chicago Manual of Style: the es- ence of Freedom: essays on aesthetics formatibn of copyright in 18th centucy SBA? The SBA recently got voice mail. 
s~ntial guide for writers, editors, and and morality. Shows that Kant treats Britain, the Statute of Anne in 1710 (the By calling extension 4346 (260-4600), you 
·p~blishers, 14th ed. Reflects nearly ev- the disinterestedness' of taste that is the world's first copyright statute), and high- can leave a message for us. Next semester, 
ecy significant change in style, usage, core of his aesthetic theocy as an_ experi- lights still .current issues of intellectual we will also be using the voice mail to give 
procedure, and technology with major ence of. freedom and thus creates an es... property. , information regarding upcoming programs. 
revisions in the chapters on quotations, sential connection between aesthetics and ROSENNE, SHABTAI. The Time Fae- Next repo~<look for a complete list of 
names a,nd terms, nationalities, foreign the interests of morality. tor . in the Jurisdiction · of the lnterna- students that sit on faculty committees. Until 
languages, as well as. spelling, documen- HALPERIN, MORTON H. Self-Deter- #onal CDurt. of Justice, · Examines ·the nextseµiester, good luck on finals.and have 
.. talion; bibliographic entries, new devel- mination in th~. New World Order. •.Re- ·. . prQblems posed by _time as a factor .in th~ . a grea,t holiday season! 
opnients in publishing, and copyrights views U.S. and international resp0nses jurisdiction·ofthe Court: the question of 
and permissions. to self-determination claims during and ·· jurisdiction ratfone ·1emporis. 
:·: CHIMNI, B; s, International Law and after the Cold War, argues that outdated SCRADER, DAVIDE,-.- The Corpota-
World Order: ·a critique of contempo- Cqld War. perspectives- ~ontinue to in"' . Jiofl .aS ,Anomaly., Discusses the .. rise o( 
rary approaches. Demonstrates that, de- flu~nce the current policies· of the t,J.s~ the.marginalist conception of the fiiPi iri 
spite the collapse .of "actually existing and the international community toward the context .ot ecQqon* : thought o.ve,r 
··Socialism," Marxism (properly regarded) self.,.dete,rmination, and provides a frame- the past 200 ·years, and .explains wl:ty. . 
.. still constitutes ~rhaps the most benefi: work for ~valuating . the nature and . fe- . ecQnomists ·continue to defend a theory 
cial .vehicle for the humanistic ground". . gitimac.y . of self"."determination move- with demonstrable shortcomings: the 
· · ing ofa new. jurisprudence,. and stress~s ments around the world. Halperin was marginalist ¥iew of the firm retains sup-
.. · the importance of international law for recently nomln!lted. to be President port, not through any compal:ative--aci-
world politics but argues that it needs to Clinton'sAsslsta~t Secretary of Defense . vantages in empirical or predictive · 
be related fo the fundamental dynamics for Peacekeeping iind Democratization. power; but by virtue of its being a part of 
of state and society. HICKOK, EUGENE W. Justice vs. Law: the broader marginalist economic pro-. 
· ·~ARK, GORDON . L. Pensions and 
Corporate Restructuring in American In-
dustry: a crisis of regulation. Argues 
that the law has failed to protect work-
er$' pensions rights in situations where 
it was expected to be most effective: when 
cocporations restructure in the face of 
enhanced market competition and tech-
nological change, and .examines recent 
trends . in co.rporate behavior and gov-
ernment policymaking in the U.S. and 
finds that the moral and ethical founda-
tions. of regulation are under attack. 
COUSER, RICHARD B. Ministry and 
the American Legal System; a guide for 
clergy, lay workers,-and congregations. 
Provides an overview of the history, 
structure, and functioning of American 
law and its legal system, as these pertain 
to congregations, religious organizations, 
courts and politiC.'i in American society. 
Argues that our ideal of a judiciary that 
pursues justice is misguided and that the 
courts cannot value justice above the let-
ter of the law, no matter how unjust the 
result; and discusses the nature and ex-
tent of judicial power, the history of the 
Supreme Court's . interpretation of the 
rule of law, the impact of particular per-
sonalities on the Court, and the relation-
ship of the Court to the e~ecutive and 
legislative branches of government. 
HOLBORN, GUY. Butterworth's Legal 
Research Guide. Guides researchers 
through the difficulties of legal research 
in British and European Community le-
gal materials. 
IRONS, PETER. May It Please the 
Court. Covers 23 oral arguments before 
the U.~. Supreme Co~rt from major cases 
gram. 
STATSKY, WILLIAM P. Legal Re-
search and Writing: some starting 
points, Fourth edition. · ·Examines the 
major components of legal research in 
order to identify effective starting points. 
WOLINSKY, MARC. Gays and the 
Military: Joseph Stefan versus the 
United States. Ponders the question of 
gays in the U.S. military, and brings 
resources of clinical psychiatcy; clinical 
and social psychology, cultural history, 
and political science to bear upon the 
questions at .issue: how is sexual orien-
tation determined? how and why have 
socially prejudiCed stereotypes about 
male and female homosexuals developed? 
why have gay$ faced special obstacles in 
defending themselves against discrimi- · 
nation? how much power do gays have? 
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Ihanght You'dLike_l:o_Knaw Mutatis·Mutandis: It's Motions! 
BY ROBERT LITTLE 
After a vote of the people; t.he naine of 
this newspaper will return to--and remain-
-MOTIONS. The Student · Bar Association 
sponsored a law school vote which attracted 
142 voters: 72 for MonoNs, 70 for a change. 
of those advgcating a change, a second 
question asked for suggestions. ' ' ~opular 
reponses included'The US.pLaw Reporter, 
which was advocated by the newspaper 
stitff;U'SD News. 'and World Report,' The 
San Diego Advocate, and the· San Diego 
of advertising revenue. The ~fonoNs ~taff 
also contended that insufficient time was · 
avai-lable t>efote the first iSsue df the year · 
. to take an offrdal metering of student opin-
J.994 lu/y,California .Bar Passage Rate .:.~::~·vJ 
. . . . . ' , . , : . . . . ;.• ~ ' ·:·:: :~ ~ ~ ~ " 
Drops Four-tenths to-59 Percent · · , ... ~. --~;~·-
• ' · . . ... , i , ~•1l.la••'' 
· ~ second consists of 200 Multi-State ·quesr 
. ion, butthai students were· asked-for input · 
' informally. · - · ·· ' . ' : > 
First-time .. Takers from · tion~ .cov~ri~g .1e~a1 topics ~.i~eii'er~r;t.cr 
· · - · . . . American JUnsd1ct10ns. The thmfday·w · 
. Opponents of the change_ includecl stu~ 
de.nts u'pset about the USO Law' Reporter 
ABA-Ac.credi ted . Schools turns to the format of the_·fit~t:· wfrii'ess~y~: 
Pas"s ~t82 Percent Rate ~ . and a·second practice merltb. Califom1ai~ 
one of the few states in the co'urtirf Witti~· 
Jurist. - · · 
' ' 'The controversy began when the news-; 
paper staff, attempting ' to' attract ' more ' rn~ 
terest in the' newspaper among ·the .San . 
Dieg<l tegal community, changeci the name . 
' . . .. . 
· n~me and the process· used by the newspa-
• per staff in making 'the change. · Although 
some' students objected to the ' name 'itself; ' . 
many felt that a new nanie should be ~- ' 
lected by the SBA:as a wl}ote''. . · . . . . . 
· In a letter published in the 'Noveniber 
-8; issue, Fields wrote, "The SBA chose to· 
ge( involved In the renaniing of the pa(>er 
' . 
::.f'l. ,, -:; ·, - . : ' · ·~ '- - .' ·• . . ·. ·. . • , ·' 
:r '::'~H~ .. . • · i , ' . . 
4,164, New .L.awyers .. 
·B~ RoBERT LmLE 
The California State .Bar Asso~jation 
invited 4,164 applicants to join' the Bar as .· 
new attorneys~ the organization announced 
Nqven)ber 23. · · 
Out of 7,057 applicants, 59 perce11t 
passed the gruelling three day bar exami-
nation: which was offered _in late July. 
The percentage.is slightly .. lower than last 
year's exam, in w~ich -?9 .4 percent of7, 130 " 
' .... ' ' · " •'\'~ ..  ,~=- .,. !;:.. . 
three day bar examination: 'Topics tc?Ste'dv 
include professional responsibili~r,;::;~p':!,'.: 
tracts and sales, torts, Co'r1stlttitroitat'JA~? 
criminal law and procedure:'ev'i~~ric~; r~a't' 
property' civlr procedure,''. coU,-otat(d'h's:') 
remedies, community propeiiy;'~ms;'tnm~f 
and estate SUCCeSSiOn. ··": ' " '.' •<>;W I*!" 
. Bar aspirants . must also fire ·mt 'il(>pli~ 
cation for ritoraf character defotm'i'tlatioit:'' 
which permits th¢_ Bar to . i'~~~~ff.gllt~ the~ 
applicant's ethical suitability·fot' (fie pE'at- ~ 
tice of law. . ·· :" " '·' "" ~. : 
California is considered oh~ ofa tfand~~ 
ful'dfthe toughest states in which M'quafi'tY~ 
for legal' practice: · · ·""" ,, , \~.:: ::.~ 
-~ : .:M;, ·<··a··T .· ·1. o··" ··-N·. .. ... ... . ·s· .....  
;:i :'"{; ....... .. , :_ f . ..... ..') '(~ .... t · . - ·. : . . . - . . - . · _ e . · ~ ~...,_;, ··(:-" · .~• i; ·r' · · ·;~ '", ~~ -... ~ applicants~ passed. _ · · ' -· · · · · 
. Most of the 'new ·appli- ' . . .. ,,. ,,~,. '. 1, 
cants . wilf tie sworn in' as r;::::::::::::==================:::::;i. 
T/ze MOTIONS Masthead members of the S~ate Bar in - 'f'.I!'": :. ' 
ceremonies heid throughout California State Bar_:. ':'-"· 
in ·September fo The USD ·Law Reporter. - because we were disappointed by the way it · 
In October, Student Bar Association lea:d~ · was handled .... Quite frankly, there are 'some 
ers' voted to' poll the student~: ' lln( vote powers, such as the authority to change the 
occurted November 16 and 17. . name of the law school newspaper, which 
the state over the tie it month. ' ' .-; j • • ' . .. 
Membership in the . califor- Pa.sage Percentag~~=:~:. , 
' Tue·cd~tioversy played out across two are too important to be dedded by a few 
issues of'the newspaper and several meet- members of a student group." · 
nia State B~r is manditory for 1.989•1993 
attorneys wh_o wish to prac-
tice in the ~tate. · · · 
ings of the SBA Council. MOTIONS devoted . Professor Robert Fellmeth, in .a letter 
its Centerfold section to the issue in its to MOTIONS and the SBA Council~ argued 
October 12 issue and printed a response that the USO Law Reporter name bore too 
from SBA President Brad Fields in its sue- close a resemblance to the California Regu-
ceeding, November 8, issue. latory Law Reporter, a publication edited 
Graduates oflaw schools 
accredited. by the American 
Bar Association faired better-
-82 percent--than graduates 
of schools accredited only by 
the State Bar, whose gradu-
ates passed at a 43.8 percent Proponents of the change argued that by Fellmeth and published by USD's. Cen-
a new name would better identify the source ter for Public Interest Law. rate out of 676 takers. Of the 
98 applicants from schools ac-
credited by neither the ABA 
nor the State Bar, only 24.5 
the style of the newspaper to the San Diego Prior to the vote, nominations were 
legal industry, which picks up the paper solicited through two fora held at the be-
free at several downtown sites frequented ginning of November. All suggestions 
. by lawyers. This community, it was ar-_ , raised at these fora were included on the 
gued, could' constitute a substantial source November ballot. 
~· '!'!:"' _, .-. ·: '- . :~ ~ ' • . ·, ·. c .. • • • •• 
percent passed. 
Eighty one percent of 
USO Students taking the Cali-
fornia Bar for the first time 
of Maquilladoras justacross 'the border has · passed, a 4.3% increase over ·Border Issues 
. (Coniinued from Page 1) 
tion" oilly five years have been devoted to 
the environment. His message was clear: 
enforcement is actually quite good consid-
ering the short period of time that enforce-
ment has been a focus of governmental 
efforts~ ··· 
resulted in more egregious polluting of the last year's passage ra~e. 
Tijuana River. In addition to the sewage, The passage rate for 
the Tijuana River now carries into San 
those repeating· the test was 
Diego such pollutants as benzene, PCBs, 26.7 percent of ABA institu-
heavy metals, solvents and petroleum by.: tion grads _ arid 12.5 percent 
products. .- - of non-AB A schoql alumni. 
. ,. Burguerte denied emphatically many A remark~ble 1,360 students 
of Takvorian's claims. He stated that from nori ABA accredited 
Mexico's municipalities were enacting schools were repeat ~aker~. 
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Diane Takvorian from the Environ- · 
mental Health Coalition was the only out-
spoken NAFf A opponent present. at the · 
forum. Takvofian !s, a well-.!ulown San 
Diego envii'bnmeri'talist whO spetiilizes in 
the issues surrounding toxic waste con-
tamination. 
lems she expressed: · · pe~ltS appl,icants to ;take the .. 
· , Enrique Manzanilla; the US:Envifon-' bar:who di~ ti~~ ~tudyJq_e Jaw · 
inental Protection Agency's spokesman at ' formally; the Bar dicj ·not re- · 
the forum, responded,thatthe United States veid a breakdown of these 
·uso Bar·Passage: Rates:·rr ·~!Vi.~,~u. 
~ -· -... -· - ~ - ,. -' ~ ~ .. ~~ ~ il.t'( ~ 
· ·-Unlike Pettis and Burguerte, Takvorian 
ex'press~d cbncem' that the present envl.: 
rqn,~~9tal problems in Mexico 'Youl<J c.on_-
tinue for y~ars to come. She noted that the 
environmental side agreement to NAFT A 
provides little consolation fo many envi-
ronmentalists. Takvorian said Mexico has 
"non-existent to minimal enforcement" of 
its laws, and will not change after NAFf A. 
rakvorian is credited with raising the 
most important environmental issue of the 
evening. She said that under the NAFT A 
side agreement a tri-national commission 
was established to review private party en-
vironmental complaints. Takvorian noted, 
however that a party seeking an injunc-
tion "1 • prove "a persistent pattern of 
non-enf0r<~ment" of the regulations. 
Takvorian ronsidered this a particul.arly 
onerous standard because proving such re-
quires a high level of access to Mexican 
governmental records. 
Takvorian was ·also responsible for 
making the evening more interesting by 
provoking a debate on. the Mexican sewage 
problem. She said· that there are "13 mil-
lion gallons of raw sewage" that flow down 
the Tijuana river daily, and eventually end 
up defiling Imperial Blfach. 
She stated that the increased number 
is· buildingAt water treatmeni plant to deal ; 
scores. 
~all .199~: . 77.3% 
-,all 1993: 81 O/o" with the· Mexican ·sewage. This plant is : Attorn~YI! frQ~ o.ther 
expected by most to come on line late this 
decade. Manzanilla said that "of course" states who have prastice~ dur-
ing at least four o( die previ- . 
this· plant will filter our these more serious ou.s si.x years may take an at>-
I 
poll utants. breviated attorney's examina-
In addition to Takvorian .• balance was tion. Only 43,8 per~eni 'of) 28 lawyers · 
provided by Rex Appelgate. Appelgate is who took this version o( the examinatjon . 
· a native San Diegan who has been with US . · · · 
1 h A . passed. . Customs for 21 years, present Y as t e · s- The first day Of the -California B~ 
sistant Director of Commercial Customs in · · 
Examination includes a half-day of essays 
San Diego. Appelgate primarily discussed on California law and a half-day o.f ~ simu-
the Mexican Maquilladora program. He lated research mem.orandum, to be written 
said that· according . to the environmental by the student under exam conditions us-
regulations of this program, each Maquilla 
must export to the United States all pollut-
ants produced as part of its production 
efforts. . He noted that the majority. of 
Maquillas are believed to be in non~com­
pliance with·. these statutes. Indeed, 
Takvorian later expressed the opinion that 
30 percent of the Maquillas do not comply 
with these export requirements. 
Appelgate remarked that despite the 
misconception of many environmentalists 
and members of the press, the US Customs· 
Service has no ability to · unilaterally in-
crease ·compliance. He said "because the 
Maquilladora program is Mexican law, the 
re-export enforcement is part of 
Mexico ... US Customs has no part of this 
ing research provided in the exam. The 
enforcement." He stated that to try to do 
otherwise would be an invasion of Mexi-
can sovereignty. 
Appelgate noted that seven years after 
the passage of NAFf A, the Maquilladora 
program would cease to exist. ·He said that -
because of this change, the environmental-
ists' concern as to the location of the waste 
being presently produced by Maquillas will 
be significantly intensified during the next 
seven years. Appelgate concluded that this· 
· program was of particular importance be-
cause Mexico has an inadequate infrastruc-
ture for handling hazardous wastes. 
. J~ssup 
(Continued from Page,/;),.;, :; rr.:.i·· t r, 
, . " ' F > •» q;, ·) 
under house arrest. They sb'd'tr' escaped 
to join Hilary in Balboa. · ;71 .,,b;.:-\:-;c'." 
Hilary and her famil~ were•'J>Iacea'.~ 
in a Balboan refugee "hotel.'' 'The·hotefH 
also housed refugees from nearby 't:aboria"~ 
who fled their country to escape'a' bilter!: 
civil war and massive human fights 'Vi&~,: 
lations. .. _, ' · " · ,.. .. ,,,:, o 
The competitors were asked;'ttf '.lifY''. 
gue whether the International Co'uft'' tif'• 
Justice has jurisdiction over· the' sul5J~~t1_: 
matter of this dispute. Th.e coinpeHt61r~ '. 1 
were also asked to argue ,-whetlleP~ 
Balboa's treatment of Hilal}'. and tlerflid\!~ ; 
ily' now illegally in ' Balboa·, 'and'' fhe'0 
Laborian refugees complie<I ·with'. inter-") -
national law. If it did not; • th~'competi'.:'" 
tors were asked to argue-"thaF:m-e •~ 
. ' . . ~ - ... ""1"' Pankhursts and other refogees' 'shonld-be · 
afforded refugee status an"d"fin'nett"tive'i-'! 
to the Laborian government, which of-
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Siegan 
(Continued from Page 1) 
Siegan proposes language which pro-
vides stronger protection of property 
rights than the U.S. Constitution's Fifth 
Amendment Due Process (" ... nor be de-
prived of life, liberty, or property, with-
out due process of law") and Takings 
Clauses (" ... nor shall private property 
by taken for public use without just com-
pensation"). He looks to textual meth-
ods of avoiding · interpretations which 
undermine the protection necessary to 
the economic growth and liberty impor-
,,,tantJo ne~ nations. He notes that Twen-
viti~tti Century in-
.. ' 
charter despite cultural differences: "If 
is the system that matters, not the cul-
ture," Siegan argues. "Look at nations 
which share a common culture but have 
dramatically different economic perfor-
mances. North and South Korea. East 
1and West Germany, Taiwan and Hong 
Kong versus China. Chile of the 1970s 
versus Chile today. Argentina before 
and after Menem, Mexico before and 
after Salinas. The cultures are the same, 
but different systems result in dramatic 
differences in wealth." He reiterates: 
"What matters is the economic system." 
"Of all the countries, I am most op-
timistic about the Czech Republic," says 
Siegan. "Prime 
Minister terpretations ' of 
.,:Ahl'; ... ·:·. , Fifth 
HAtn ~.1' .Q:m e-11 t 
• !hav,~ , llQt proJ 
»·¥icled Jhe exten-
-~-sive ... protection 
to property that 
~~they. , ha.ve pro-
:,-vided to life and 
.·l iberty, even 
,::t!leugh the, Con-
: .. s;tjtution does 
"Of all the countries, I am most 
optimistic about the Czech 
Republic," ' says Siegan. 
"Prime MinhHer Vaclav Klaus 
is a former economics profes-
sor committed to free enter· 
prise. His government relies 
on freedom to provide for and 
enhance the public welfare. 0 







on freedom to 
provide for and 
enhance the 
. not on its face provide for different lev-
J·els of protection. 
J ' Siegan notes that although countries 
. .canno~ easily ensure against weak inter-
,. pre tat ions of property protection clauses, 
particularly with courts inexperienced 
with the issue, the threat of an economic 
taking can be reduced by insurance 
against confiscation. "Foreign investors 
entering Eastern European markets who 
are concerned about governmental tak-· 
ings can purchase insurance against tak-
ings." 
Culture and the Free Market 
Siegan feels that constitutional pro-
tections can be inserted into any country's 
. public welfare." 
Siegan consulted with Klaus and others 
in Prague through a grant from the Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh. 
On this his trip to Poland, however, 
Siegan was unable to contribute to con-
stitution-writing. "My basic reason for 
going was to consult with the free mar-
ket parties, which thought they would 
do well in the election and therefore be 
able to influence the drafting of Poland's 
constitution. Their political predictions 
were way off, they lost, but they invited 
me anyway to talk about what restraints 
on government and personal guarantees 
to include in a constitution." 
' ·- - ' . 
Faculty, Administration Seeking 
Graduation Speaker Proposals 
BY ROBERT LITTLE tion of the students were Elizabeth Dole 
Student leaders and faculty members and Richard Posner. Dole, the U.S. Secre-
are working with the law school and uni- tary of Transportation in the Reagan Ad-
versity administrations to attract headline- ministration, U.S. Secretary of Labor in 
level commencement speakers for the 1994 the Bush Administration and currently 
and future graduation ceremonies. While President of the American Red Cross. Dole 
the 1994 speaker is to be selected from a is a native of North Carolina, a graduate of 
list culled from previous nominees, the the Harvard Law School and wife of Sen-
administration is seeking new names to ate Minority Leader Bob Dole (R-Kansas). 
add . to the list for ceremonies starting in Posner is a U.S. Circuit Judge in Chicago, 
1995. former University of Chicago School of 
Because commencement speakers re- Law professor and author of numerous 
ceive an honorary juris doctor degree from books emphasizing the confluence of Jaw 
the University of San Diego, proposed re- and economics. Other choices included 
cipients must be approved by numerous U.S. Circuit Judge (D.C. Circuit) and 
committees ~fote they may be invited. fortner Congressman Abner Mikva, former 
First, . students ' and faculty members make Harvard Law School professor Derrick Bell, ' 
nominations. : The list_ is prepared by the California Supreme Court Justice Joyce 
Faculty-Student R~lations Committee, Kennard, and U.S. Supreme Court Justice 
which is chaired by Professor Darrell Anthony Kennedy. ' -
Bratton and includes faculty members Although Dole has declined an in'.vita-
Laura Berend, Frank Engfelt, C. Hugh tion for 1994, she remains· on the list' for 
Friedman, Steve Hartwell, Jean Montoya, fut_ure commence01erit cetemoriies.·;'.~~an 
John Roche and Maimon Schwartzschild. Strachan is now in the process,ofapproach-
The committee also includes student rep- ing Judge Posner. . " 
resentatives Norby Cisneros and Bob Little. Previous graduation speakers have in-
Nominees must the~ be approved by .the eluded consumer rights activist (and al-
law school faculty before being sent to an leged future national ticket candidate) 
all-university faculty committee whiCh Ralp~ Nader and civil rights litigator 
evaluates the nominees with an eye to their Morris bees, known for his leadership of 
contribution to the legal profession, the the Southern Poverty Law Cehter and his 
traditions embraced by the University and courageous and inventive anti-Ku Klux 
notions of social justice. Finally, the Board Klan litigations. 
of Trustees must approve any spe<lker. The process is now starting for updat-
Once on the approved list, a nominee ing the, list. The Committee is requesting 
remains on the list for five years. The that students submit the names of potential 
Faculty-Student Relations Committee pri- graduation speakers using the form re-
oritizes the list arid enlists Dean Kristine printed below. The Committee will pre-
Strachan to begin inviting speakers. Typi- pare brief biographies of each proposed 
cally, several nominees decline before one nominee. 
can be found. In October, the Committee The form should give sufficient infor-
enlisted student help to prioritize the list. mation to identify the candidate and should 
The top two picks resulting from a solicita- be returned to the Dean of Students' Office. 
·-----------------------------------------------------· I . · · · I 
! YOUR CHANCE TO NOMINATE ! 
I I 
! USD's 1995 ·GRADUATION ! 
I I 
,I· I l.~. cl ··SPEAKER/HONORARY DEGREE ! 
.1., I 
!:. RECIPIENT· ! ,. ' ' . ... . ···: 
. : . .. . th~ space provided below,. write in the name of your nominee to = 
,I':. receive a~ honorary J.D. from USD School oJ Law .and speak at the 1995 I 
,I ·commencement Ceremony. Return to D~an of Student's Office. I 
•• • I ' 
I ~ame: I 
I . ~ 
I;. Brief Description of Title or Qualifications: I 
I . · . · I 
~ I 
,.:.~Wh~ : . 
-1 .. :· ', . . "I 
. . ..... ,. .. .. I 
I ; .. ,.;,,..,. . .I 
1~ V'i h.,l~i~ - .:· • • .. • .. I ._,; ., .,. - . ' ·1 
I . - , 
• CLIP BUT Do lf'r SAVE ~ 
-----------------·--·--------------------------------
.. -~ 
The University of San Diego School of Law *** December 2, 1993 
Mama Mia: Full time 
students/full time moms. 
Page6 EXTRALEGAL Fearless Fan: Earnest goes to the movies. Pages 
Having Mr. Robert 
Redford over For a 
Thanksgiving Feast 
Thanksgiving is my favorite holiday to 
think about. Juicy thick slices of tur-
key, moist buttery stuffing, sugary marsh-
mallow sweet potatoes and pumpkin pie. 
Mmm, pumpkin pie. But best of all, do I 
hear a drum roll? Twilight Zone marathon! 
My favorite episode is about the stupid.old 
lady who won't take a long trip to heaven 
with the young Robert Redford, aka Mr. 
Death. What, is she kidding me? I'd go 
anywhere with Robert Redford. Never mind 
that he's the antithesis of Jewish. Barbra 
Streisand once dated him. If he's good 
enough for Barbra, he's good enough for me. 
But dreams and reality are quite differ-
ent. Reality is Thanksgiving with the RELA-
TIVES. It's always at Aunt Sarah and Uncle 
Norman's house. There's about thirty of my 
cousins, aunts, uncles, grandparents and any-
one else who just want to harass me for not 
having a boyfriend. Now before you start 
saying how much you love your relatives 
and how well you get along- slap yourself 
silly and wake up. I love my family fine. 
But I'm being truthful here. Loving the rela-
tives and liking them are two different stories. 
I always get seated at a table with cousin 
Robin to my right and great Aunt Edna to 
my left. Cousin Robin and I are supposed to 
be best friends because we're a year apart. 
She and I couldn't be more different. She's 
very blonde, tan; and belongs to the Politi-
cally Correct Cause Of The Month Club. 
Worse, she always brings a date to family 
gatherings. 
"So Robin, I hear you've started Boalt. 
i guess USD wouldn' t take You. Ha ha." 
"Berkeley is so stimulating. The envi-
ronment challengesme. I could ·be involved 
in a million things." She gets dreamy eyed. 
"Wonderful, fabulous. I think you 
should stay there." Come back and visit...in 
a few years. 
"Liz, have you met my boyfriend, Josh 
Siegelbaum? He's a resident." She smirks. 
II.• 
"Great, I only date Californians, too." 
Real funny. 
"No. He's a doctor. Ear, nose and 
throat." 
"So I guess he'll remove that bump for 
free." Hee hee. 
Silence. Glaring look from cousin. Ruined 
:my chance for plastic surgery discount. 
· I tum to my left. Good old aunt Edna. 
You can always count on her for a folded 
Ann Landers column in her wallet. "You're 
such a dahling." She tells me. "I was just 
telling your uncle what a shame it was you're 
still single at twenty-five.~· She clucks her 
tongue. 
''Twenty-five is young Aunt Edna! No 
one marries at that age anymore! It's not in. 
It's out. It's definitely out. And I'm in law 
school. I'm going to be ~ lawyer (yeah 
right). I'll get married in my thirties, maybe 
older (please God, don' t listen). And I'm 
happy. I'm so happy (I'm throwing up with 
happiness)! 
. She clucks. Then she asks me ifl know 
how to flirt and unfolds an Ann Landers 
<;:9lumn. I promise to memorize it and keep 
it under my pillow. 
;., Who else can I talk to? I hate my table. 
'The other table is way better. They're laugh-
rng at their table. I always get seated at the 
dud table. I could talk to cousin Debbie 
·,;  Please tum to Page 7, Column 3 
,;,,Jf 
; ·~· 
'· • ~:·~· · it 
MalatovCoffee: A Fearless Foray 
Into Discography and Films 
. ·~ 
BY ERNEST BELL 
Forgive me proletariat, for I have sinned. 
Since my last confession I've bought 15 
compact discs, seen 32 movies and drank 
1,577 Juan Valdez-exploiting cups of cof-
fee. I forsook Dostoevski and Nabakov and 
Kafka for late night reruns of "Cheers." 
And I took Traynor' s name in vain. 
Don't hate me 'cause I'm beautiful. 
Fearless: No Cure for the Living 
"Save me," Max Klein, a quietly in-
tense Jeff Bridges, says to his wife, wed 
played by Isabella Rossellini. It is a mo-
ment of muted thunder, just like every other 
scene in Fearless, that makes the end of the 
world seem just a 
heartbeat away. 
The pace of 
Fearless is prob-
ably best analo-
gized to the beat-
ing of a heart, 
quickening and 
slowing always to 
a pounding ca-
dence. Wondering 
at the blood rush is 
Bridges's Max 
who, having sur-
vived a plane 
crash, is not quite 
sure that he is truly 
alive. In defiance 
of his mortality, he 
throws himself at 
death. 
Taking a flight 
. ' 
home following the crash, eating strawber-
ries to which he is violently allergic, pirou-
etting on a high-rise ledge, Max has forgot-
ten the fears and a timid past which had 
formerly hounded him. But in the process 
he also forgets his wife and son, reminders 
of a nervous stasis that had been his life 
before the crash. Callously pushing his fam-
ily to the periphery, Max rises to fulfill the 
messianic image thrust upon him by th~ 
media and other crash survivors. 
Director Peter Weir, probably best 
known for Dead Poet's Society, encumbers 
Bridges's performance somewhat with tired 
Christ-figure metaphor: crucifixion poses, 
haloes, the whole mystical aura thing. 
Subtlety has never been Weir's strong suit. 
Yet, with great poignance and delicacy, he 
explores the question, "Who saves the sav-
ior?" It is a rare inquiry which, if overdone, 
could have unravelled the movie into a big 
mush pot of sentiment and group hugs· and 
getting in touch with yourself. Fortunately, 
Weir decided not to remake Dead Poet's. 
Fearless is otherwise flawless, with the 
notable exception of ever-annoying Rosie 
Perez's presence. Perez is the sore thumb 
of the flick' s stellar cast, just as she was in 
White Men Can't Jump. Aggravating but 
effective in Do the Right Thing and Un-
tamed Heart, the actress is best confined to 
small, sassy, comic relief roles with little 
relevance to plot. 
On the opposite end of the spectrum, 
Bridges (The Fisher King, Fabulous Baker 
Boys, LasiPicture Show) unarguably gives 
the best performance of his distinguished 
career. Cut from the same generational cloth 
as Nicholson and Deniro, Bridges has side-
stepped the showy, bravura roles for which 
the dynamic duo have garnered so much 
acclaim. Also unlike Jack and Bob, the years 
have been kind to Bridges. His mean phy-
sique and pretty-boy mug should ensure 
him leading-man parts well after Nicholson's 
ever-expanding bulk forces him out to pas-
ture with Brando, and Deniro who, having 
landed the role of Michael Jackson in the 
Dancing Machine's Scorsese-directed bio-
pic White Like Me, finally falls victim to his 
psycho method-acting technique when he is 
tragically and irreversibly disfigured by plas-
tic surgery. 
Doug (you remember - my flick side-
kick) calls Harrison Ford the ·~Jimmy 
Stewart of the 90s," truly an insult to one of 
America's best actors (Stewart, not Ford). 
f~ ,;.:,r 
~ 
o· ~,' '~ 
Doug tends to be fairly adamant about his 
<:omparisons which vary from the irritating 
- "Pearl Jam is the next U2" or "Stan 
Humphries is the next Dan Fouts" - to the 
truly incomprehensible - "Kramer (from 
"Seinfeld") is the next Dan Quayle." Any-
way, if anyone deserves a title like "the next 
Jimmy Stewart," it is Bridges whose dra-
matic range extends far beyond Ford's du-
bious Clint Eastwood affectations. You need 
only watch American Heart which ju~t came 
out on video tape to appreciate Bridges,.s 
abilities. 
Early prediction: Fearless, winner of 
the 1994 Academy Award for best picture. 
Discafe: Now if They Could Add a The-
ater •.. 
CD listening bars are becoming all the 
rage. Wherehouse and Towe~ have installed 
"listening stations" so you can hear an al-
bum before you buy it. But can you have a 
cup 'o joe while you listen? 
Well, by golly, you can at Discafe. 
Located at 904 Pearl Street in La Jolla, this 
isn' t yo mama's coffeehouse. Two stories, 
video monitors, weird art, its a good place 
to embrace the metaphysical part of you, or 
sit quietly and feel self-consciously unhip. 
Of course, there are plenty of "listen-
ing stations," and you can listen to some-
thing you probably won' t buy as you spill 
capuccino on the CD player. It's a great 
way to kill time better spent dribbling on a 
case book in a java haze. 
Make You Scream When I Lick You 
There 
fblame Marvin Gaye. 
We've inherited the legacy of all that 
business about "Let's Getlt On" and "Sexual 
Healing" and such: Dazey Duks, the -
lambada, and a generation of super-h<'>rny 
R&B vocalists. 
They all want to be like Marvin, those 
sweaty, heaving-chest, super-horny R&B 
vocalists. Yeah, bab~y, they'llfreakyou, 
make you call out their name, then send 
you to the liquor store for a 40. Real men 
cuddle with an Eight-Ball. 
Most of these lascivious hip hop stars 
are products of writer-producer teams like 
Babyface and L.A. Reid (LA'face) or Jimmy 
Jam and Terry Lewis (Flyte Tyme). Johnny · 
Gill, Toni Braxton, Bobby Brown, Janet 
Jackson, Boys II Men, and Whitney Hou~-
ton, among many others, have sought 'the 
Xi services of Flyte 
Tyme or LA'face; or 
both. It's why the vast 
majority of hit radio 
sounds so much the 
same. The Bobby 
Browns and Janet 
Jacksons are only 
tenuously involved in 
the creative process·of 
making their music, 
i.e., they sing what 
they are told to · sing. 
So I guess you can' t 
blame them all the 
smut coming outtheir 
potty mouths. 
But Aaron Hall, 
he's different. He 
writes what he sings, 
and produces most of 
it. Thus, only he is re-
sponsible for "Hey baby/Get a little freaky 
with me/Oh, nasty girl" and "Open up your 
eyesffell me what do you see/Do you see a 
sexy man?/Wanting your body, yeah." He 
sings that because he wants to. 
Hall had been the lead vocalist in Guy, 
the group the essentially invented new jack 
swing. Teddy Riley, Guy's keyboardist and 
writer-producer, and Hall had a falling oyt 
after their 1990 album, "The Future." Since, 
Riley has produced everyone from Ba', 
George to Michael Jackson. Hall, and his 
unrivalled vocal acrobatics, has sat on th'.e 
sidelines until now. ~ 
At times, ''The Truth" is awful, b.;t, 
admittedly, a great deal more is expecte;i 
from a man who could sing the telephoii 
book, and make it a hit song. Shaky writiqg 
and cheesy imitation of Teddy's signatu~ 
production undermine the better songs. And 
that "ooh baby, ooh batly"' stuff... 3~ 
Easily the best songs on ''The Trutf\: 
were produced by Hank Shlockee.,of ylt 
another production team, The BombSqua¢ 
best known for Public Enemy and Bell Bhi 
Devoe. "Don't Be Afraid" was released iii 
1991 on the "Juice" soundtrack, but fele 
tures yet another remix. The gro~~e1 ant\ 
chorus of "Open Up" are kissing cousins G 
"Don't Be Afraid," and, come to think of :ti 
every other song the album, Still,. !fig th~ 
funky bottom. No tweeters• needed. · • -Hall is an extraordinarily able singePI 
1!!11 
He changes octaves like he :-Va.8 frQJi&kiq; 
through a big field of pettini~, ~ ti"i 
to smell every note. All the better for you tJ 
smell. The note. I didn't mean to infer thiJ 
you smell. Let's change metaphors. · "" 
, Easy to like for Hall's style; sometlmi 
nauseatingly lusty (leave the oysters alone f~ 
chrissake, Aaron), ''The Truth" ain't no lie~~ 
IQ 
"<'\<ii ~ 
Kathy Only Studies When Alex Sleeps: First Year Law 
Students ·Who Are Full Time Mothers 
• 
· Mancpe~terChild Development Center Plays Important Role 
in the Lives of Mothers and Children 
BY BELINDA ETEZAD RACHMAN 
A II law students are faced with the 
.t"loverwhelming task of keeping up with 
the reading, doing outlines and practice 
tests and trying to figure out what it all 
means. A few of us have relationships, 
gardens or pets that need attention. A very 
few have children whose needs must be 
met even when open memos are due. Most 
of the folks with children have the added 
benefit of a spouse who will take up the 
slack while we are studying third party 
beneficiaries. Then there are the single 
mothers who are doing it all themselves. 
There are three single mothers in C 
Section. (What an apropos name.) Each 
woman balances the strains of mother-
hood and law school in a different way. 
Without the support of the respective fa-
. thers these ladies have managed to survive 
the pressures of parenthood and stay on 
top or at least survive the rigors of USD 
Law School. While the rest of us ll;fe try-
ing to squeeze in 
time for 902 JO or 
thing starts all over again. Kathy says that 
she is constantly tired and feels stressed 
out a lot of the time Gust like the rest of 
us.) It's no wonder with a schedule like 
that. 
When asked about the payoff of hav-
ing a child Kathy said that she can't de-
scribe to those who haven't been a mother 
what it's like to have a one on one rela-
tionship with a child who adores you and 
whom you adore. Because Alex's life is so 
important, Kathy is driven to better her 
life so that Alex may have a better situa-
tion. Kathy says that while this responsi-
bility isn't all fun, the delight of watching 
Alex get ex;cited over things and the good 
times they have together makes everything 
worthwhile. Kathy knows that being a 
single mother has it's advantages since 
there so many opportunities for one on 
one activities. She is very proud of her 
beautiful little daughter and her daughter 
is equally smitten by her wonderful mom. 
Kay Randall's 
life has been the 
Bar Review be-
tween property 
and civ ,pro there 
are a few of our 
compatriots who 
are taking valu-
able time .to listen 
to a child read or 
take their children 
to the park. 
"While the rest of us are trying 
to squeeze in time for 90210 or 
Bar Review between property 
and civ pro there are a few of 
our compatriots who are taking · 
stuff of soap op-
eras since the first 
day of school. The 
fact that she is still 
among us is cause 
tO rejoice for the 
force of life that 
keeps us all going. 
Kay has wanted' to 
· valuable time to listen to a child 
read or take their children to 
the park." i 
There is a 
preschool at the bottom of the valley, past 
the undergrad housing. You might not 
have noticed the Manchester Center but 
there are 3 main teachers for every 30 
children. The adult to student ratio is 
supplemented by USD student teachers and 
USD high school students. This facility is 
as fine a place to leave your children all 
day as is available at ~my price in any area 
of the country. Two of the women in my 
section have small children that are lucky 
enough to att¢nd this preschool and this is 
their story. · 1 
I first met Kathy Homing this sum-
mer in my criminal Jaw class. She is a 
sophisticated, classy and intelligent woman 
who didn't say much and ended up doing 
very well in the class. If you were to meet 
her at a cocktail party you might think she 
was a successful single professional with a 
designer loft downtown or maybe a condo 
in Del Mar over looking the ocean. She 
doesn't come across as the mommy type. 
Yet this is a person who is so devoted to 
her young daughter Alex that when she 
isn't in preschool, all of Alex's waking 
hours are spent with Kathy. And I don't 
mean Alex is sitting quietly next to mom 
as she studies contracts. Kathy never stud-
ies when Alex is awake. Can you imagine 
that? She can't go to the library or study 
grou~s at night. 
When asked to describe a typical day 
Kathy said she gets up around 5:30 in the · 
morning so she can get herself and Alex 
ready for the day. She takes Alex to pre-
school at 7:45 and then studies until class 
starts at 9am. Between classes Kathy stud-
ies and then picks up Alex between 3-
5pm. Alex has ballet class once a week 
and swimming two times each week. Of 
course mom is the chauffeur. Kathy cooks 
each day and spends every moment with 
her daughter until Alex goes to sleep 
around 8:30pm. With Alex tucked in for 
the night Kathy studies until she goes to 
sleep at 11 or midnight and then the whole 
go to Jaw school 
for many years. 
She was accepted to law school and could 
have finished and been practicing by now 
except she was derailed when she got mar-
ried and had her lovely children. Her de-
lightful son Anthony is 3 and her darling 
daughter Ariana is 6. 
Last year she decided to finally go to 
law school and her husband went along 
with her plan. After she was accepted at 
USD Kay and her husband decided that 
Kay 
1 
would go to school and live in San 
Diego for a while and the family would 
relocate later. The plan was for Kay to 
come up to Los Angeles to be with the 
family on weekends and then if everything 
worked out they would all live together in 
San Diego eventually. The day before Kay 
was to start school hubby said he wanted 
to move to Arizona and live with his fam-
ily so the children could get more atten-
tion. It would mean seeing the children 
less often, but after her initial response to 
leave school had passed, Kay saw the rea-
son in it. Three weeks later she got a call 
from hubby say- . 
ing that he 
Diego, only to return on Sunday to either 
pick up or drop off the children. With all 
the hours of driving Kay misses a lot of 
study time but is glad to have all the time 
alone with her children. She uses the drive 
time to catch up with the weeks events 
with Ariana 
Her daily schedule is a lot like Kathy's. 
Kay is up at 5:30 with the 'same morning 
routine as Kathy. She too drop,s off her son 
at the Manches-
- ter Center 
wanted . a di-
vorce. Suddenly 
Kay had to de-
cide whether to 
stay in school 
while fighting 
for custody or 
quit and go get 
the kids. 
Hubby never 
did move to Ari-
zona and it was 
Both these women are mak· 
ing Herculean efforts to be 
good parents and better their 
lives by going to law school. 
They are excellent examples 
for their children to follow, 
showing them that nothing 
worthwhile comes easily and 
education is the best way to 
improve your lot in life. 
around 7:30 and 
·then takes study 
breaks between 
classes. She 
must pick up 
Anthony by 
5:30, which is 
preschool clos-
ing time. They 
make dinner to-
gether and he 
decided that 
Kay's youngest child, Anthony, would live 
with her in San Diego and her daughter 
would remain in her school and live with 
dad up in LA. Every Friday afternoon Kay 
drives up to Los Angeles and either drops 
off Anthony to be with his dad, or picks up 
Ariana to bring back to San Diego. In any 
event, Kay drives all the way back to San 
gets his bath and 
plays before his 
bed time at 7:30. On the weekends when 
she is alone, all she does is study. When 
she has both the children she takes them 
to the park and she will use that time to sit 
on a park bench and study. 
Both these women are making 
Herculean efforts to be good parents and 
better their lives by going to law school. 
They are excellent examples for their chil-
dren to follow, showing them that nothing 
worthwhile comes easily and education is 
the best way to improve your lot in life. 
They both feel guilty for spending as much 
time away from their kids as they must. 
Kay feels that it may sound like her chil-
dren are getting short changed regarding 
her time and attention while she is in 
school. But the fact 1is that the time she 
does spend is 100% quality time whether 
it is five minutes or a whole afternoon. 
Kay told me that she can honestly say that 
during the five years she was a stay at 
home mom, giving the children all her 
attention, the time she spent with them 
'was not as consistently meaningful as .it is 
now. Every moment she is -with the chi l-
dren is precious now and they all appreci-
ate each other that much more. 
After teaching in the New York City for 
a few years and seeing all the single welfare 
mothers sitting at home watching their "sto-
ries" and playing the numbers all day I know 
what a powerful negative or positive impact 
a parent's example can be to a child. The 
amount of time you spend with your child is 
not as . important as being a positive role 
model and being responsible, stable and lov-
ing. So to all the single moms who are 
gutting it •out alone and doing their best to 
do all their school work and be there for 
their kids, we salute you!!! 
-Strange Goings on at the Bar Review: 
My Side of the Story 
"There's no limit to how complicated 
things can get, on account of one thing 
always leading to another. " 
--E.B. White 
BY S.P. JoNES 
I never really saw the first punch, but 
there was no mistaking the pain it had 
brought to my kidney. Good Lord these 
Girl Scouts meant to kill me~ But before 
I continue, I must digress and explain 
how I, a simple man with simple needs, 
found myself in such an evil and mis-
guided experience. 
Conspiracy is really the best word 
for what occurred. Thursday was ap-
proaching, and if I had only listened to 
the wind, I would have heard its laugh-
ter. But I hadn't listened, in fact for a 
few days prior I hadn't even been able to 
see due to the blinding effects of some 
greasy concoction the locals call "El 
Diablo." On Wednesday I had come out 
of my drunken paralysis when I was ap-
proached by a so-called friend and in-
formed of a bar review that was building 
into mythic proportions. To his ques-
tion of whether I would be going, I sim-
ply replied, "When and where?" 
He told me to get a pen and write 
down the information. I said, "No need, 
good sir, I have the memory of an el-
ephant, no way I'll forget. Just get on 
with the information." He told me the 
address, and if it hadn't been for the 
jarring effects of the nightstick of a local 
militiaman in a brawl that occurred later 
that evening, I would have remembered 
the address as if it were my own. But as 
fate would have it, my recall had been 
rendered incomplete. 
Of course I had no idea that what I 
thought was the correct addres.s, was 
wrong. Such being the downside of a 
thorough beating. I can recall a time 
when I had been beaten within an inch 
of my life and for a few weeks later I 
would swear up and down that David 
Hasslehoff and I were to be married come 
spring; I even went so far as to prepare 
invitations. Needless to say the engage-
ment was short-lived, it ended shortly 
after I caught up with David to discuss 
China patterns~ Boy, something I said 
really must have disturbed him because 
in all my life I've never had the lights 
turned out on me so fast. When I awoke, 
the wedding dress I had worn to show 
him was torn and all my dreams were 
shattered. Finally through therapy and 
heavy sedation, I've come to accept the 
sad truth: that David and I are just good 
friends and nothing more. Anyway, 
enough with my past and back to the 
story at hand, I unknowingly had the 
wrong address. 
I never usually set out to go to par-
ties, although often I find myself at them, 
and so I was not sure of what to wear. I 
had seen "Animal House" and so follow-
ing its dress code lead I set out for the 
bar review in a Toga. Th_e night was 
cold and breezy, and about three miles 
down the road I finally realized why: I 
had forgotten to wear und.ergarments. 
But there was no turning back, tfiey 
would just have to accept me as I was. 
The walk to the busstop had taken quite 
a bit . out of me, and so I stopped and 
took a couple nips of "Old Crow" to get 
my.spirits back on track. I felt loose and 
ready for a night of unparalleled bliss. I 
arrived at the busstop with a smile, 
butwithout a wallet. I must have left it 
in my pants pocket at home. I had no 
money for the bus and no buspass. No 
matter, I still had my wits, I could pan-
handle for money. The next bus was 
coming in twenty minutes. I staked my 
street corner and began the performance 
of a lifetime. With only twenty minutes, 
I needed something lively to make some 
quick money. As I began my dramatic 
interpretation of "The Theme to Shaft", 
my mind drifted off and I began to dream 
of the reviews I would have garnered for 
such a performance if I were only on 
Broadway. They would read: "Mesmer-
izing", "This Year's Feel Good Hit of 
the Year", and "Appallingly Lifelike." I 
snapped out of my dream, my eyes filled 
with tears at the rave reviews I had re-
ceived, and was quickly brought back to 
reality: there was only one dollar in 
change lying in front of me. Oh well, 
genius is rarely recognized during its 1 
lifetime. 
The bus ride was uneventful and it 
let me off just one . bl-0ck from the bar 
review. I took yet another shot of spirits 
(followed of course by a couple moie 
shots) and walked to the doorway of the 
party to end all parties. Inside I heard 
the sound of girlish laughter. "Oh boy!" 
I thought as I opened the door. As I 
entered I found myself .in the kitchen, 
which was without occupants. Noise 
was coming from the other room, but I 
heard no music. What the hell kind of 
party was this? I looked around for -
some drinks or food, but found nothing. 
Well, it appeared as though I was going 
to have to improvise. 1 called up to 
memory all my childhood improvisa-
tional experiences in the boy scouts, but 
all I could remember was the stomping I 
received in the urinals at Ca.mp 
Runamok. I'm afraid the past wasn't 
going to help me, but I was not finished. 
Out of the corner of my eye I spotted a 
record player and a stack of records, and 
realized all was not lost. Salvation was 
at hand. I was going liven up this party. 
I quickly put on a record, threw off 
my toga, and began my charge into the 
next room. I reached the room where all 
the partygoers were just as the song be-
gan. It was a perfect moment, caught in 
perfect lighting. I began to writhe to the 
music, as if my very life depended on it, 
the lyrics of the song pounding the 
rhythm to my soul: "If you want my 
body and you think I'm sexy, come on 
baby let me know ... " It was only after I 
snapped out of my music induced trance 
that I realized that something was horri-
bly wrong ... ! was surrounded by giri 
scouts. 
One of them screamed, "Kidnapper!" 
and that's when all hell broke loose. I 
never really saw the first punch, but there 
was no mistaking the pain it had brought 
to my kidney. Good Lord these Girl 
Scouts meant to kill me. They struck as 
a thing possessed, too strong in number 
for even my fighting ability to overcome. 
It was only a matter of moments beore I 
passed out, under the weight of their 
onslaught. Shortly afterward, I woke up 
naked in the back of a police car, smell-
ing of "Thin Mint" cookies and pony-
.tails. As we pulled into the station, I 
remember thinking, "I'm going to kill 
that bastard that gave me the address for 
the Bar Review." 
Motions: Your Best Entertainment Value!! 
(You Get What You Pay For ••• ) 
True Romance-
(Continued from Page 5) 
sitting~ from me. I never liked her. She's 
so wild. She smokes. She drinks. She always 
uses foul language. So what does she do for a 
living? She's a pre-school teacher. But she's 
still single and two years older than me. I like 
her better. 
"So, Debbie, watcha been doing lately?" 
"lwipe drool from dirty faces." She snarls . . 
"Great, great. Anything else?" Please! ' 
"I'm eating, give me break." 
Back to my food. Turkey's not too dry. 
At least it's cooked. One year my aunt hired 
someone. to prepare the whole thing. All my 
aunt had to do was tum on the oven ... so 
who needs turkey on Thanksgiving anyway;· 
It's overrated. At least this night I'll get my 
dessert. Pumpkin Pie! Cousin Robin reads 
my mind. 'This year we're not having that 
disgusting pumpkin pie. I brought rain-
forest-crunch-aids-awareness-apple-pie." 
The picture fades. Rod Serling stands in 
the comer and asks if this could only happen in 
the Twilight Zone. My answer? I'll call this ~ 
twilight zone if you get me a young Robert Redford 
~,.", ---
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·Preparation for February 1994Callfomia Bar Exam 
Begins December 22, 1993 
I I I I I I I What Fleming's Fundamentals of. Law.Ba'r Review will do for you ... 
I •Provide an Extensive Writing Workshop (with emphasis on Analysis, Organization and Writing). I • Provide Live Individual Reviews in the Substantive Law for all Bar Subjects with corresponding· Outlines (Approaches 
~ emphasized). This material is available only through Fleming's Fundamentals of Law. 
~ • Teach Substantive Law Exam Approach for each Bar Subject. 
~ • Teach Issue Recognition thro~gh Exam Analysis for each Bar Subject. I • Develop~uJlihe Organization techniques for each Bar Subject (the Key to a Passing Answer). I . Provide . riting Techniques for e~ch. aa. r Supject. (Emphasis on Crossover Examinations.) 
~ • Structure Adversary Arguments w1thm the IRAC format. · · · · I • Analyze and Outline over 90 Bar Hypotheticals in class. · I • Provide an opportunity for the student to Write Over-34 Bar Hypotheticals. 
~ • Provide Extensive Individual Cassette Critiques of the exams written by the student. I • Provide 32 Hours of in-class Instruction, Materials and Training for the Performance Examination 
~ (minimum of 14 files presented). 
~ • Provide Constant Review of All Subject Matter throughout course. 
Write ... 
. .. 
· tfte I • Provides 2,300 Multiple Choice Questions with study approach. · .. 
~ •Provide R~view of Over 21~ Pre~Selected Multistate Questions emphasizing Multistate Exam Techniques :.· .. . ·~~· . ...... Rigftt I and Readmg Comprehension Pitfalls. · .. . ~ :1 
I Course Schedule .· '.:---~Way I Weeks One through Seven I Saturday: Substantive Law, Approaches, Exam Appli<;:ation, Writing Technique and Multistate Review 
~ Sunday: Exam Analysis of Seven past Bar Examinations. In-Class Writing of Three past Bar Hypotheticals under 
~ Simulated Bar Conditions. 
~ Mon.!fues.: Substantive Law, Approaches, Exam Application and Multistate Review. Exam Analysis of Six past Bar 
~ - Examinations. Each student may write Two Bar Hypotheticals per subject outside of class. 
~ Weekend S~ven-Eight . I · 3'tttour Pe~ormance Workshop (instructions provided for writing Memos, Briefs, Letters, P/ A's, Closing Arguments, I etc: with 14 practice files and libraries). In-Class Writing of Performance Exam under Simulated Bar Conditions. 
I I I I ~ · 
Short Term Schedule of Class Meetings: 
Dec. 22, 26, 27; Jan. 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9,11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18, 22, 23, 24, 25, 29, 30, 31; Feb. 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12/13, 14, 15 · 
Classes meet Saturday 9 am to 5 pm, Sunday 9 am to 5:30 pm, and Monday and Tuesday, 6:30 to I 0:30 pm 
~ • All live courses will be held at Pacific Christian College, 2500 E. Nutwood Avenue (at Commonwealth), Fullerton 
~ (across from California State University, Fullerton), Second Floor, Room 205. I • Total Price: $1,295 for Short Term Review I • $150.00 non-refundable deposit will guarantee space and freeze the price. i _ .. •Audio Cassette Course is. available by Mail for the Registration Price plus an Additional Fee of $225.00. 
mi . For lnfo~mation Reg~rding the Seminars or Registration Procedures, plea~e write or call~ I'. ':. ' ' ' . FLEMING'S FuNDAMENTALS OF lAW ' I " 1 " • • · · 21661 Criptana • Missi~n Viejo, California' 92692 · 
1·::,:,· · · 714:/770;..7030 • , Fax: 7l4/454:.8556 · 
,_ 
l!I~ l!I 
The ·u_IJ!!'.e~~~~ ofSanDiegoSchool ofLaw 
Response: There is reason 
to be against gambling .. 
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The Sad Saga of a 
JJ'ifes Attempt to 
Free JJ'illy 
BY KEVIN KEMPER 
This is an ugly tale. By now you've heard 
it either as a joke, a horror story, or a 
landmark in the "war" between men and 
women. I'm talking, of course, about that 
suburban Virginia man who was, shall we 
say, dismembered, by his wife, and then 
was remembered, so to speak, at the hospi-
tal emergency room. 
'. Iltow, without being at all prurient - this 
is, after all, a religious school - I'd like to 
briefly revisit the original story. It stated 
that a woman, calling from a payphone, 
informed police that her husband had sexu-
ally assaulted her, and later, when he was 
asleep, she took a I 2-inch fillet knife, cut 
off [Mr. Belvedere] and threw it out of her 
car window. She told police where it might 
be found. They located a [trouseri trout] 
answering that description, wrapped it in 
ice, and a team of doctors reattached it. 
The story also goes that after the woman 
made this unkindest cut, she "unknowingly" 
took [John Thomas] with herin the car, and 
continued to drive. Personally, I'm a guy 
who notices things. And I think you'd no-
tice something like this in your hand as you 
drove -- if only when it became time to 
shift. 
I .hope the reattachment surgery goes 
well. I mean, you wouldn't expect a lot of 
surgeons to specialize in that particular pro-
cedure. In fact, the surgeon who reattached 
the world's most famous free-range penis 
has become famous in his own right. From 
reports I've seen, the first such reattach-
ment was performed in the mid- I 970s in 
Japan, home of the Ginzu knife. I shudder 
to think how that guy . wound up on the 
table. (a terrible accident at Benihana, per-
haps?) 
The reports attribute the incident to 
"domestic difficulties." Excuse me? Call-
ing this "domestic difficulty" is like saying 
JefNey Dahmer had an eating disorder. The 
couple has also filed for divorce, which 
raises the question of whether the husband, 
in addition to alimony, is entitled to sever-
ance pay. 
Humor aside, the difference in the re-
actions between men and women to this 
story is instructive. I'm sure every male 
who heard.about this had the same reaction 
I did - a visceral, gut-wrenching shudder. 
Among militant feminists, however, the wife 
has become a celebrity, and some have even 
gone so far as to claim that the incident is "a 
critical event in the history of women." A 
number have even adopted a victory sign 
with a snipping, scissors motion as, well, a 
victory sign . . As a . white .mate . .in .the late. 
20th century, I understand that there is no 
appropriate response to my own existence 
except chagrin. Nonetheless, I find the ex-
- "::::.-· altation of the wife. as-a-paragon of conflict · 
re'solution a little .tough to absorb. 
In a New York Times editorial dated 
November 5, Annie Gottlieb complained 
that while Hugh Downs and Tom Jarriel of 
ABC's "'JNJ.O" used the words "shocking," 
"abhorrent," unthinkable," and "degener-
ate" in their ~ on the story, lhe were 
"not referring to the battering of 3 million 
to 4 million American women a year, but to 
the ~~ng of a single penis. This skewed 
· Please tum to Page 11, Colwnn 2 
,• 
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Lighten Up : Thoughts on 
Law School Life. 
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The Other Side of Native Tribal Gambling: 
Jurisdictional Issues 
Put Safety At Risk 
Reduced Tort Rights 
BY DANIEL H. CLIFFORD 
Callahan, Mc Cune & Willis 
I have read with interest your article in 
the November 8, 1993 issue of "Mo-
tions" regarding Native-American Gam-
ing. While the points you raised and dis-
cussed are timely and interesting, there is 
another, more· troubling issue which was 
not addressed. This issue is the jurisdic-
tional barricade which must be broached 
before anyone can bring suit against the 
gaming tribes for any harm which arises 
out of the gaming operation. 
, ., "H 
·r· -.-
• ·i-'' 
~- '. j,; 
The plight of the Native-Americans 
recently has been the subject of much pub-
lic notice thanks to the efforts of many 
individuals, not the least of which is Mr. 
Kevin Costner in his fine movie Dancing 
With Wolves. There is a significant body 
of literature which documents the fact that 
Native-Americans, in greater proportions 
than other ethnic groups, suffer from alco-
holism, infant-mortality, and unemploy-
ment, and while over the years Congress 
and the Bureau oflndian Affairs have acted 
WILD. 
in accord to relieve these problems, the 
still exist and largely go unaddressed. 
There, however, is another side of this 
coin, and that is, what many experts be-
lieve to be the largest growing industry in only way for her to advance in her employ-
America 1, Native-American Gaming. ment was to perform sexual favors for one 
Some tribes with reservations located of her supervisors, a non-Indian. She re-
close to large urban areas have been able to ported this quid pro quo sexual harass-
convert their legal status of sovereign enti- ment to the manager of the gaming center 
ties into gambling businesses where indi- but his response was to encourage her to 
vidual tribal members share in immense talk about it with him in the back seat of 
profits. For instance, it has been reported his car. 
. that in 1992 Native-American gambling When Ms . . Johnson made a claim 
gross revenues ranged up to $1.3 billion against the Sycuan with the EEOC, her 
and here in San Diego, a tribe with just 95 work hours were drastically changed and 
registered members, grossed a reported she was subjected to taunts by the casino's 
$120 million in 1992.2 manager and supervisors. As a result, she 
This success story, unfortunately, is was forced to quit her employment, and 
not without some drawbacks. There have move out of California. 
been numerous reports of the Native-Ameri- 3. Then there is a Servando Francisco 
cans who operate these gaming centers Cruzs, 50, of Spring Valley, a Sycuan Gam-
doing so at the expense and detriment of ing Center patron who was beaten by the 
their employees and patrons. In the last Sycuan's security forces when he and his 
year the following claims have been made wife were leaving the casino shortly before 
against the Sycuan Band of Mission Indi- midnight on August 27, 1993. The San 
ans of the Kumeyaaay tribe who have a one Diego Sheriffs report on this incident in-
square mile reservation in El Cajon, ap- dicates that the security officers intervened 
proximately I 0 miles east of downtown in what they believed to have a domestic 
San Diego: . ,dispute, Mr. Cruz, who is just 5 feet 6 
I. Ms. Frances Tamayo, a SI-year-old inches tall and weighs 162 pounds, was 
San Diego woman who, while gambling at i taken to the ground and beaten by Arthur 
the Sycuan Band of Mission Indian's gam- · Diaz of the Sycuan Tribal Police. Mr. 
-ing-center -in -El~Cajol\;c. Califomia, bad a . Diaz-is 6 feet tall and weighs 210 pounds. 
run-in with the Tribe's security officers The San Diego Sheriff investigators 
over the use of her mother's credit card. A have requested the District Attorney's Of-
bank teller mistakenly informed the casino flee press criminal charges against the four 
thatthe card,·wa&stolen-aild ,the·casino's Sycuan tribal officers who battered Mr. 
security officers, who have only the right Cruz. Sheriff's Deputy Terry Lawson, a 
to make a citizen's arrest, handcuffed Ms. member of the special Sheriffs detail cov-
Tamayo and held her in squalid conditions ering the Sycuan reservation has been 
for seven hours without letting her use the . quoted as. saying, "Indian reservation or 
bathroom or even have 8 drink Of Water. not, Stale laws apply, and you can't go 
Ms. Tamayo3 has been left with serious dragging people into your security offtce 
personal injuries and is over $10,000.00 in for 00 reason." 
debt a a result of the incident . · Deputy Lawson also has been quoted 
2. Also, there is Ms. Victorialohnson', as saying that the Sycuan casino manage-
a former employee of .the-Sycuans . ,who, : ment and· security are c0mpletely out of 
while working as a refreshment server, hand. Unfortunatety, the Sheriff's Indian 
was subjected to . daily sexual harassment. Reservation Enfon:ement ~I n=ceady 
She was told in no uncertain tams that &he 
has been disbanded for lack of funds. 
There, also, is the report of a patron of 
the Viejas Reservation of the Capitan 
Grandi Band of Diegueno Mission'Indians 
who was subjected to a beating by one of 
the dealers at their gaming center. The 
dealer had a black belt in karate and was 
convicted of assault with a deadly weapon. 
In each of these instances, and more, 
the victims have made claims against the 
tribal authorities but have been subjected 
to a stone wall. The Tribal Coun<;ils' first -· 
line of defense . has been that their investi-
gation of the incidents "revealed" facts dif-, 
ferent than those reported by the victims. 
Their second defense has been to trot out ' 
the doctrine of sovereign immunity and , 
hide behind it. In other words, their de-
fense is "we didn't do it, but if we did, you · 
can't sue us." 
The doctrine of sovereign immunity -
has grown out of the special relationship 
between the Native-American tribes and 
the United States government. Before Eu-
ropean migration, these tribes owned all of 
the land and it was only through various 
circumstances, including pegotia~ion, war, 
and coercion that the land was taken from 
·the· Native:.Americans. ·. Because of this 
role in history, the Native-American tribes 
have always ~en considered separate na-
tions with the_right. to self government. 
This right to self government is not 
without limitation. The Nattve-American , 
tribes are subservient to Congress. In other, , , 
words, the sovereignty retained by the Na-
tive-American tribes exists only at the suf-
ferance of Congress and is subject to com- ... 
pleted defeasanee. 
For lhe majority of our Nation's his~ · , 
tory, what~was~policy ,.~-­
for the.Native-Americans was directed t~1:.;, 
wirds assimilared into the general popula~ : ~'. -
~ t ~ -1. ,, 
Pleas~ tum to Page JO. Cohunls .2 , ·/:~! 
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. pate in their gambling activities, - In. S,an tunately, because it is not politically cor-
Tribal. Gaming Diego,th,egamingtribesrecentlyhavebeen rect to.find fault with Native-Americans, 
. , (Continuedfrom Page 9) , running a commercial which depic~ small _ there is a-gopd deal of oppositio,n to-th~se. 
tion, the. sooner .the better . . In the early Native-American children disappearing . proposals. · . . · · · 
RY CHRISTOPHER Scorr TRUNZO 195.Q' s, howeyer, that changed to a policy . ~ith . a voice~over of the. nursery rhym_e A second, and i)ossibly more realistic ,J 
~ose of you- not.too deeply embedded in supposedly geared to help the Native- "One Little 'ndian." The idea behind this approach, <:ould come as a by-produc~9f,, 
.i>!}'olidawllOoks may have noticed that . Americaps ~o preserve their cµlture and specific commercial is to cause the general the tri~es seel<lng to expand their ga{tling": · 
TMnksgi'ving· weekend was a weekend or' promote self~determinatio!J,. This "new" ' public to believe ,t_hat by gambling on the ' operations. ~_rsuant to the terms of.the 1:;,j 
IabiJfm:oilbles.; . Over at American Airlines; ·policy resulted in and qte Indian Reorg.ani- .· reservations they ~e .helping to keep these. Indian Gamit,ig Regulatio,ns, there, are thre,e ~ ,, r 
the;·atfbome ·waiter's and waitre~· union · zation Act which, among other tl,lings, pro- children. from .. starving . .. There is nothing - classes of gambling . . Class I includes raffles ' . 
decided to show American and America that - vides _for:. the Native~Amer,icans to estab-. in the , commerci~d which warns prospec- whe.re pnzes pf minimal value .are gjven-_. 
ttie.y>cmruin,the nation's holiday with the lish their form of government and deterc tjve patrons.::that they are on their '-Own out. Class II gaming indi,rdes l;>ingo and 
6cst of them, while at United Airlines the · nrine their membership. .c. sho~ld they, be hurt while they .are on .the - car4 games where t_here is no bank. Glass .. 
mecfianics:.decided to slow their work and Congress further. manif~~ted. its con~- reservation. . .·.. . III is "Las Vegas style'.' gaining inc\uding · 
cmilicideritally ·the- travel plans of millions, cem.regarding the Native,American reser- .. l;he cou_rts, .meanwhile, '1ave justified . baccarat, chem.in de fer, blackjac,k an4 sl~t : 
wliik iili f.J\-::the·esteemed LAPD deerded' to vations .by ei:iacting statute~ whic~ provide the Native-American tribes' "sovereign machine~.' c:u~~ntly, Californi~ trjb~s'o~ . . 
liavtfa':Sick eut to further show the residents · that specific ."S.~tes and Territories" shou!d immunity;• as a means by which ,the tribes' erate only Class Ii'gaming casinos bii't. they 
oftlhit'oorughted city'that not only are they have criminal and civil jurisdiction over . • self dete~inatiop can be susp.ined . . In are eng~ged in negotiations with the 'SJate 
at, t&"-Riercy of-street gangs; they are -at the "cau~es, of action -between. Indians . or . to .some circumstances that is true. · ,.For .in-, to expand Uie gaming operations· to .Class 
merty.uftlie'police as well: While no doubt which Indians are parties . . : ."6 .The inten- stance, where a hunter applies for and.is . III . . The .statutes which provided f6r the 
sonie-pu?dfammous purveyor of peiftdy will . ti~n of these statutes, as expre~sed by Con- given permission Jo hunt on a reservation, classification .. of the gaming operations also 
write:.fu proclaiming that I lack sensitivity, . gress, was to address cer,tain lawlessness the Native-All)ericans would be able. to require the State to engage in negq~ii\tfons 
cariflg or-even tact;· I nevertheless feel com- on the reservations, The result, however, , exercise their.right of sovereign immunity in "good faith" where a .tribe petiti'Ons,for 
peU~cfaddress these issues. . ·as. determined by. the. .United States Su- . against.any claims the hunter may bring · an expansion of ~ts gafilYtg. oue',9tfhe .. 
Although. the labor movement in the . preme Court .• is that state courts have juris- . _against tbe .tribe. The benefit of hunting, if points open for negoHaiion)s the quest1(jn . 
filniled'Stitesfought a.long battle for legiti- diction only over those matter which are any, would accrue to the hunter, not the of court jurisdiction ifor j njuries '9r da.~~-~ 
macY,· the lime has come· for the: US to do'' criminal/prohibited by the Sta.tes. Where Native-Americ<i.ns, and it is illogical that ages ..Osing';'oiit'ofg~~ing ,operaii,~~s. 1?,,' :;;,:. 
what waS done in the UK in the wake of a the States simply regulate the activity, there the hunter, not the Native'-Americans, . The Umted States "Gov.~rnrIJ~I!,t',~JJ,e~ ,. _ -
, waive''6'f debilitating nationwide strikes. It is nq jurisdiction. , . should ~ear any Joss ,resulting from· his dling ofNative~American affairs oas ~eo ,,, 
fs tifu~"f<Himit the ability of workers in key The i:esult of a~l of this .congressional activity O!l the reservation, , It:should. be a , fraught with inep~itude from thle ...;ery pe-
industries t~ strike. At a minimum, ·the acth:ity is that the major_ity of Native- different matter wtiere the Native-Ameri- ginniqg. Time aftertime, wrong ,cJ,~Cisfons 
rightl6'strike should be balanced against the Ameq_can tri~es are still some of tfte poor- . cans invite .the general public on to the reser~ .have been made because of · some. "do-
necessity of protecting ptibliC health, safety' I aisf of A.merica' s poor, while those tribes ' .vatiol) to engage in gaming. activities which '' gooder' s'; misdirected beliefs. ,. The' faws 
and' welfate-. In the early 1980s President ' located near urban areas ar~ prosperi11g are designed to be 'profitable to the tribe. ·dealing wi,th the &arni~~1 tribe~. a~~ just 
Reagan fired the entire membership of the ' even beyond their wilde.st belief. And they To make matters worse, the gaming more misdirection. The fact that t~e laws . 
Air 'Traffic Controller's Union for illegally are doing it even at the expense of their . tribes hav,e engaged good squads.of "secu- which govern all other businesses. with re-
striking; i,-ywalkingofftliejobandrequir- employees and patrons. Laws 'whichhave rity officers" who tend to act like movie spect to discrimination do no.t 'apply to a · 
iilg•the·enlistment of hastily trained replace- been enacted to protect consumers and em- versions of mafia buttonmen. These offic- billion dollar industry just because the op-: 
mentS:ihey put lives in danger arid imperiled ployees have no meaning on these reserva- ers, many of whom have been fired from erat()rs of that industry are composed of 
the economic health of the transportation tions because even though the tribes may local police agencies, are not subject to any members of a minority goes against the 
sector ofthe economy: be guilty of the worst type of intentional or restraint and answer to . no one other than very grain of this Nation's commi.tment to 
Reasonablepeoplewillrealizethatwhen negligent acts, they cannot be sued. Fur- the tribal leaders. As a result we have . equality under the law. More importantly, 
lives. are at stake, the right to strike should thermore, those statutes which have been witnessed multiple reports similar to those however, is the fact that this industry has 
be curtailed. However, I was appalled to enacted to protect all of us from discrimi- of Ms. Tamayo and Mr. Cruz, and, in one no accountability to anyone for the wrongs 
see,. on: the eve of the LAPD sick out, Bill nation based on race, religion, national instance, a security guard for the Cabazon which are committed. 
PtesS; Chairman of the California Demo- origin, color, or sex have no force on the casino confessed to Riverside County law We are in the middle of a jurisdic-
cratfc Party, state in an editorial on K1LA- reservation. enforcement officials .that he had delivered tional battle with the Sycuan Band of Mis-
, W that polii:e officers had every 'right to Take for example Title Vllof the Civil · · $5,000.00 in cash to persons who be be~ 't•sion I,ndians over the issue of..sqye~eign 
wall( out oe strike. Good thinking Bill! Rights Act of 1964. That momentous .. piece lieved murdered three people including a immunity. In our client's case, she faced 
lrerfiaps he would like to see us return to the _ of legislation has been the backbone of tribal vice-chairman. No arrests were ever discrimination based on her sex and was 
days,·ot late medieval Italy or late 20th cen~ vi®ally every Civil Rights action since iJs . made even thoug~ it was believed thl\t mur- constructively terminated because she re-
tuey Mogadishu where the local big shots enhancement. It pr9yides, in part, that no - ders were committed to prevent.the tribal ported this harassment · to the .C!llifomia 
hire roving gangs of thugs to protect them- employer can discriminate against anyone, vice-chairman from meeting with an .attor~ .· .Department 9f .Fair Housing,~ud .Employ-
selves· from other big shots' gangs of thugs citizen or not, based on race, color, na- · ney for the state Native-American Heri- ment. Ou/ Client's po~ilion is that the 
and'various free lancers while the common tional origin, religion or sex and it has . tage Commiss_ion to discuss alleged misap- _United .S~tes Supreme Court :has provide~ 
man'Stiffers. It is' truly remarkable that the been hailed as m:ie of the most outstanding propriation of casino-funds. ' · the "short .hand test" to deterinine jurisdic~ . 
CalifO'mia-IJemocratic Party is doing so well pieces of legislation in the Twentieth Cen~ 'fhe concept of·"sovereign imntunity" tion under Public Law 83-280, by holding 
with'someone capable of expressing such a tliry. But not on the reservations. ' "has an importaht function iri the normal that jurisdiction, rests with the sjate if the 
I cretioou~ line ' of thought at its helm. One The problem is that Title VII specifi~ course of tribal activities; however, with alleged activity is prohibited 'by ,\h~ state's 
~ion Mr. Ptess, who are you going to cally excludes "Indian Tribes" from the respect to the gaming·operations, I believe public policy. Both sexual di11criinination 
'"all wlien you go home and find out that a definition of "employer"; ·therefore, since · ·that the time · has come· for the casinos to · · and retaliatofy termination are ,against · ·. 
~upofsocially,undemouris~youths have · the tribes which einplOy thousands: of em'- act as a responsible employers and busi~ California' s public '()<>licy, and\ vf,3,(e yr9:1 b~~ 
Jmure:off with all your worldly goods? Rob- ployees are not "employers" they ate· free · nesses iri their communities. they should ing the California Superior Court to accept 
frt.Re-~~1 _ · . · ' , . · ·to _Practice any form of. dis~rimi~atioti ' be subjected to the same laws arid coUrt · jurisdiction based on the holdings of both 
· 'l'he.issue:that needstobe more closely which they chose to practice m their em- jurisdiction to which all other employers California v. Cabazon .Band •of Mission 
exanlirlt!d is· when the ' direet threat to the · ployment policies. And whar is more, they; . and businesses: are· subjected. The gaining Indians, 480 U.S. 202 ( l 981)-and .Quechan 
nation't"heaM;:safety 'and welfare 'is more can do it legally', -free from constitutional ' tribes 'shoidd ·be accountable ·for any in ju- Indian Tribe v . . McMullen; 984· F.2d' 304, · ' 
diffuse; fui(·the"threat to the·natiori's ecO- -challenge. 'ii_es or damages that re·sult front the opera~ ' (9th pr; 1993). ;j'._;J\~1qw.- 1i ' " 
IKJIDElrealtll'i~ direct.' The North American For instance iri a lJtah case, a non- tion of the gaming centers and arise out of .. ~.-N ,~11,;c.:1 i: i!h \ 
ec~y'depen~ 0n the transportation of tribal member served for· seventeen years · their inappropriate conduct. To get there, . 1 Littmari, Jonath~; And the DealetSta)isp •.. ·'' ; 
g~'~rvices arid peopte. Even though as a tribal policeman. On abrupt notice the · however, is up-hill all the way. · California Lawyer, January -l9,93.;:ipages1«,, ; 
d'uringnfhe siewardess' strike non human· tribe informed him that he would be terlni- Some tribes do have internal proce- 45-52. · ·1Dl ,•!" ,, · · · 
cargo continued to be hauled about the coun~ n11ted and replaced with a triba. I mem . . ber. dures for dealing with complaints whereby 2 Id. at 46. 
try,.. tong~tenn interference w~th the ship- Jte sued the tril;>e on . multiple ,theories of the complainants are directed to pursue the 3 Barfield, Chet; In Civil Disputes, lndi-
ment,qf: ~rsgns can have long t~nn effects discrimination, but the United States Court -matter with the Business Committee of the ans Hold All Cards; ·San Diego Union-
0n tli¢;economy. ' . : of Appeals, Tel}th Circuit held ·that the tribe. Of course the ,;Business Committee" Tribune; Monday, June 28, 1993; page B- "·j 
What is to be done? Siinple. As much dismissed employee had no right to sue the is made up of tripal members, all of whom 1. 
as it pains me, I must commend President tribe and that the preferential treatment have a financial i stake in making sure that 4 Gembrowski, Susan; At Issue; San Diego 
Cl'inton- for his handling of the American accorded the Native-Americans was rea- no awards are given to any claimant. Even Daily Transcript; Page 1. . It should be 
Aidin~~ stpke. In yet another signal that he sonably designed to further the tribe's self- in those few instances where the tribal noted that this firm represents Ms.Johnson · .. i . 
i£:notthe. friend of labor .that many thought determination.7 leaders agree to place the matter before an in a suit filed in San Diego Superior Court. - '. ! 
himto be, Clinton used the full weight of the In another case decided by the same impartial arbitrator, the tribes often refuse 5 Barfield, Chet; Charges Sought Against 
presidency to compel the stewardesses and court, the complaints of five women for to consent to payment of an adver~e arbi- . , Sycuan Police; The San Diego Union-Tri- . 
, manag~iJl~nt into accepting binding arbitra- sexual harassment against a tribal owned tration award. In one such case, the Cali- bune; Thursday, October 7, 1993; Page B.- ·1L ; 
tfon and,!'.nding the strike, thus ending the power plant were dismissed. In that case, fornia Court of Appeal upheld the tribe's 1. ''S '.1rL ! 
threat .to.the national economy. ·· the court noted that there simply was no challenge of the arbitration award and 6 28 U.S.C. § 1360. l" · 
. 'I)ris however is not enough, Clinton, basis for suit under Title VII because the found that the tribal chairman did not have 7 Wardle v. Ute Indian Tribe, 623 F.2d 
and more- importantly, Congress; should be- tribe was not an employer.8 · the tribe'.s authority to waive sovereign 670 (lOth Cir. 1980). ·, i 
gin to institute a syst~m of mandatory bind- . With respect to patrons-at the casinos, immunity .9 8 Dille v. Council of Energy Resource ... H j 
mg" ar;bitr,ation for all ·labor manageme~t they have no right ,of redress against the · Naturally, these-conditions do not have Tribes, 801 F.2d 373 (10th Cir. 1986): 11 · .. ·, 
dispu\es~ · 'Beginning with governmentally ti:ibe, its employees, or its individual mem- to exist. Congress could enact legislati9n 9 Hydrothermal Energy Corporation rn, . 
regufatt?d. employees in key transportation bers even where they cause the patron harm. which would delete the tribal exception to Fort Bidwell Indian Community Councif~;;n l l 
and prOduction industries a!ld eventually ex- This is true in spite of the fact that the Title VII with respect to the gaming opera- 1 rJO Cal.App.3d 489 ( 1985). · · u ? l 
tending t~ all unions, such a program will gaming tribes spend millions of dollars in tiqns. It could also enact legislation which 10 Rumsey Indian Rancheria of Wintun 
television advertisements inviting the gen- would place the gaming operations under Indian v. Wilson, 1993 WL 360652 (USDC, · · ·· 
eral public onto the reservation to partici- state or federal court jurisdiction. Unfor- E.D.Cal. 1993). Please Turn to Page//, Column 4 
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. Letters to the Editor ' dents and the opportunity to realiu your 
Count Your Blessings Before 
Hurling Condemnations 
dream--not a bad combination. 
Consider also the rights and privi-
leges you hold as a citizen of this great 
· n_ation, or for some of yo~, as a visitor to 
the nation which has the greatest "Migra.;. 
To: Motions and USD Law Students , tion Trade Deficit" in the world. (There 
I have spent considerilble time this semes- certainly is a lot mqre fighting to get in 
ter reading and trying to appreciate the . than out from what I can discern.) Con-
litany of publi§hed materials available for sider. the protections and encouragement 
all of us to consider on this small campus. which the government gives you each and · 
I have· read opinions· to the right and left, ·every day. Do not think that I wave the 
on the very ·_newsworthy items as well as flag and bang the .drum for patriotism's 
the absurd and off . the wall. I think. it , 'sake OI" the agenda ~f anY organizatioQ or 
would be wise to express the feelings I ca~. Rather I hold it out as one more 
have developed . these past three. n.tonths tool. yo1,1 can use .to see ·the good . in your 
and purge my system of tJtem before the life. · · . 
dreaded finals come upoif us. No one woold be foolish enough to 
While it is unquestionably a right Qf .. say that-our . society and our country are 
all ·~ournalists" to write about whatever witho_ut fault. I suggest to you that next 
they feel is appropriate, it . is .also . a clear time you feel the urge to ''p~ss ·and moan'' 
cut right of any of we who pay the .bill for ··about sorne ·aspect of our .country, .sehool 
that right to express our concerns and res- ·or Ofestyle, just pause and think of. two ervation~~ about the time and energies ex- things;that are virtuous, lovely or of good 
pended by those who profess to be the report.. You might amaze yourself to end 
. fo nncr The vain writings and boring . up thinking of not just' two but do:zens as 
rambllr'ig ;>.f-o{)ut such ·~newsworthy" sub- . you remember fondly good times had with 
jects a<> refrigerators, parking which lies friends and family and assoc.iates both old 
at a distanc_e greater than 100 yards, or the and new. . 
inherent right of anyone to sue anyone I propose lo one and all, journalists 
else because they feel the smallest slight and readers alike, that life is a grand and 
or inconvenience, really tend to blur the glorious experience. It requires toughness 
message' I hope to truly convey to each of at times; toughness to overcome obstacles 
you. and toughness . to ignore or deyelop pa-
l.et us all, . for the space of whatever tien~e with those things that don't exactly 
time may be allotted us, try to stop finding please us at the moment. But the tough~ 
fault with all that we see. Don't demand ness you develop, along with the skills of 
perfection of every person and institution finding things of worth and value, will 
with which you may have dealings ·0 r . carry you until the day that you pass. That 
even a passing interest. Forego the desire passage will be much easier and your ap-
to "cap" on your teachers or other stu- preciation of it will enable you to smile no 
dents. Don't make value judgments about matter what the adversity and see yourself 
people or situations about which you know and those around you in the kindest of 
little and have not bothered to inquire lights no matter what the circumstances. 
about in a thoughtful way. Now, if you Give thanks for the experience and 
have made some realizations about your- lift up everyone who hasn't learned how. 
self and your environment, let us move on It will be the best course you will ever 
to the next step. embark upon. And if I am wrong, you can 
As you wake up and pursue another always sue me. 
dread-filled day at law school, stop and A STIJDENT OF CONSCIENCE 
Response to Susan Kang's 
Motions Article · 
We would like to respond to the ar-
ticle written by Susan Kang, "A Tale from 
the Criminal Courts." Susan, first we 
women, African~Americans, Asians, · 
. indigents, . mentally . ill and handicapped, 
and even as you, so . eloquently stated, 
''homeboys:' Your. job as a law clerk is 
not to make judgmC?nts .based on witness' 
general appearances, or to make generali-
zations that defendants "are not the most 




responsible group. of people/' .. ' · · Bv APRIL Srn7.ER 
furthennore, your re.presentation of since it appears that no one has time · 
the District Attorney's role has offended to get anything done these days, I 
some of ye>ur coHeagues. You have· por:- thought· I would simply suggest a few 
trayed an DA' s as individuals who want random questions to ponder in your spare 
to win so badly th"t they wonld wish a titne.-ifyou have any... . 
memb!:.rof the ven.ire, whose family \vas . How early do you get up to get PARK-
kill~ in a DUI •re.ident, to remain in the , ING? 'Nuff said: · 
venire, o{ a DUI case, despite ihe. obvious ·WI¥> designed the lockers? · 
bias. You _bowed your head i_n laughter-at a Have you look~ in.y00r'mailbox l•ly? 
witness' graduation from a vocational in- . Did. the school ever think to inveM in an 
stitute. You chara.cterized witnesses by . Cscidator? Betwee.n the stairs and the tOns of 
their beaµty or lac;k thereof, which is jllSt boOks on my back, I'm sure I'll have some 
as demeaning as defense ·counsel's com- type of claim by the time Igraduate. (Yes, I 
ment about "the cute oriental girl." You · am aware of. the elevators, howe\'._er, they 
assumed that the judge was convinced of seem to stop at odd junctures .. .1 ·think I'll 
the defe!ldant's guilt ~d ruled on objec- risk the stairs.) 
tio_ns.. accordingly. Your. ~feren~e to the . . . FYI: ' if you· tatk .· 01i' any pay· phone in .. 
jucy selecti.on process ~ "pllJcking twelve the library, caveat talker,,everybajy can hear 
.. people off the i;tr~t,''. reJegated atl jurors you. 
tQ an ineffectual status in the judicial pro- Why do . all the .· high school studeilla 
cess. And finally you darec:I to .compare from acro5s the street come and eat hmch on 
· your first jury trial to your first . sexual our campus? 
experience. '.Ibis comparison is a perfect Speaking of campus chow, talk about 
eJ[ample of the self-gnitification you sought variety! I wonder how many s8ndwiches I 
at the expense of the integrity of Jhe judi- have ~n since August? 
. cial system. We reiterate, lawyers .. are Why, whenever I eat lUnch outside, diere 
advocates for the People, for their clients, is always a bee ready to attack? 
not for themselves. What does our tuition go to anyway? 
Susan, your article could ha~e been 1be academic support group? (lL's, if you 
an opportunity to educate your peers and. don'tknowwhattheacademicsupportgroup · 
to acknowledge those who have also had · is,askaround. Itcouldmakeforgoodcoffce 
their day in court. Instead, you set your- talk.) 
self apart as a member of an "elite frater- Why is the name,of the paper such a big 
nity," rather than recognizing those count- deal? Doesn't the SBA have better things to 
less law students who have had the same worry about...like getting the bigger fridge ... 
experience. Can you really see the exact piece of 
It is one thing to win a trial, but in wax paper you slipped on while in midair? 
order to gain respect, a lawyer must un- Ever looked at the First Amendment 
derstand and appreciate the proper role of Board? Do you even know where it is? (the 
an advocate in the judicial system. Law- Writs, buddy!) Don'tgettooexcited though, 
yers must learn that they are not dealing there is barely enough room to fit a real 
with just case numbers and labels. Law- complaint on it Some freedom of speech!: 
yers need to respect others as people. We mechanism ... but if you can find any room 
have written this article because we are for your tidbit, do share. 
offended by the complete disrespect you Notice the extended library hours for 
have shown our chosen profession. finals yet? A whopping two holirs more on 
LAURIE BRENNER Friday and Saturday nights ... jeez, thanks. 
' IRIS EYTAN Thanks to all those who contributed 
T ANNAZ MoKA YEF their thoughts to this column. If you, yes you 
RoeIN SEGAL reader, have a response or even an answer to 
give thanks for as many things as your 
mind might be willing to conjure at the 
moment. It might be the blessings of 
living in this nation, which, despite its 
faults, has the greatest potential, promise, 
drive and capability of any in the known 
history of this earth. Ponder the life that 
has allowed you to tend to your dreams 
and goals, which has pennitted you to 
complete public -school, and undergradu-
ate program and the opportunity to come 
at this institution. · Consider this school 
and its bounty. ~ lqcati~n. the facility, . 
would like to congratulate you and all Ms. Kang Responds 
the questions posed above, please, do shin 
(utili:ze those handy mailboxes). Oh, and on 
a personal note ... Gooooo Bruins!!! . · 
ERRA'nJM 
MOTIONS placed headtines within· a · 
lettet to the editor from Brad Fields· 
which appeared in our November ·s, 
1993 issue. We wish to matce clear that"· · 
headlines are not necessarily written by . 
authors and apologize, specifically ·to ' 
Mr. Fields, for any misunderstanding.' 
MOTIONS. 
LKTI'ERS POLICY 
It is the policy of MOTIONS to print 
letters to the editor regarding articles 
that appear in MOTIONS or other campus 
issues. Consistent with the Associated 
Press Stylebook, we reserve the right to 
edit letters, although we grant writers 
the greatest possible license. We edit 
in particular for grammatical and spell-
ing errors, conformity to ~tyle, length, 
repetition, newspaper liability and/or 
spacing . . Headlines are not necessarily 
written by the authors. Subjects of let-
ters to the editor are invited to write 
brief responses which appear in the 
same issue. 
other students who have had the opportu- . Ms~ Brenner; Ms. Eytan, Ms; Mokayef 
nity to conduct their own trials. We also and Ms. Segal must have misunderstood 
appreciate your attempt to share this expe- the nature of my article. It should have 
rience with others. However; as you be- been obvious ·by the "tongue-in-"cheek" 
lieve that you have been "inducted into an . tone, as well as the·loca.tion ofdie article "': 
elite fraternity of those· who have done it," · . - in the feature ~t~on ·of Motions~ that the 
we feel that your account. of your experi- , article was a humorous, ·stream of con-
. ,ence showed :greatdisrespeet for the judi• sciousness, personal aeeount of what I ex-
cial system' and misrepresented the role of . · perieneed while cqndu~ting a trial, poking 
prosecutors~ publi~ defenders and their cli- fun °of my own Shortcoming's and baring 
ents. ..\ · · "the good, ~bad and.the ugly." Further-
. The .criminal justice . system is not more,'_the article .never purported 'to be a 
based upon stereotypes or personal victo- · "how to"-or a representation of the crimi-
ries · for the attonieys. This system ·pro- nal justice system and prosecutors. 
tects individual rights: the rights of ~ SusAN H. KANG 
Free Willy 
(Continued From Page 9) 
expression of outrage makes women feel 
bitterly undervalued." 
Has it not occurred to Ms. Gottlieb that · 
it is possible to view the severing of a single 
penis as shocking, abhorrent, unthinkable 
and degenerate, and at the same time find 
spousal abuse equally repulsive? Are the 
parents of a baby who falls down a tene-
ment elevator shaft unworthy of our pity, 
after all, because more babies die of crib 
death? 
Now that the husband has been acquit-
ted -of spousal rape by a juty (of nine 
women), the wife's hero status can only be 
expected to rise. Now don't get me wrong. I 
frankly don't doubt that this man is a miser-
able excu8e for a husband. Even his lawyer 
admitted as much when he said "he may 
not be the most sensitive lover in the world. 
He may not understand foreplay." Which 
would be why I have not heard of any men 
cheering the husband because he got laid 
that night. 1 .. 
Making the wife a hero is part of a 
growing justification for violence by those 
who claim that they cannot receive justice 
from the legal system. The widespread sup-
port she is receiving will only se..Ve to en-
courage others to take the law into their 
own hands, so to speak. It is one thing for a 
. battered woman with children who cannot 
leave without considerable risk to strike a 
preemptive blow against her assailant. It is 
quite another thing for a young woman who 
could easily have ·reported rape to exact 
such a revenge after the fact. When she did 
report the rape, her husband was immedi-
Strikes 
(Co11ti1111eti from Page 1oy · 
benefiteveryone, from Union employees who 
will not have to face the downtime of cosdy 
strikes, to management and shareholders who 
will avoid loss of profit, lo consumers who 
will still receive the valuable goods and ser-
vices provided by the various industries . 
President Clinton could further establish his 
credentials as a "New Democrat" by stand-
ing up to the tyranny of labor and doing 
what is .right for America. 
; 
I . 
· ately c~arged and broug~t to trial, proving · 
~at she did, in fact, hav~ a lawful alterna~ 
t1ve. . . 
I'm not sure, by the way, what my cause 
is, but I am against most kinds of violence, 
and I have no patience for inen who abuse · 
their wives or children. At the same time, I 
am in profound disagreement with the id~ 
that the act of castration ought to become a 
glib symbol for the future of domestic rela-
tions. There are certain experiences, I think, 
which should not be politipized and which 
do not belong to those whd would use them 
for their own agendas. If this is modern 
feminism, let's all get out of here. Fast 
The ladies out making the sign of the 
snipping-V, after all, are man-haters, most 
of whom ate out declaring a war that they 
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·Belinda Btezad Rac~lt\Q~ Says 
dJ.eJe!Uco. dJ.elUl'U 
w.al the 
Qo.J a./ emema 
Tn 1970 I saw "1Y first Fellini film. I 
1.can't imagine how it happened but some-
one got a hold of a 16 millimeter copy of 
Juliet of the Spirits and showed it one 
night at my high school. Even after sev-
eral years of psychedelics and living out 
strange scenes, I wasn't prepared for the 
onslaught of bizarre images that splashed 
across the screen. If you have never seen 
one of his films, then you owe it to your-
self to be exposed to the work of one of the 
most creative artists to have lived. 
After seeing the colorful, exaggerated 
and flamboyant world of Fellini, I was 
hooked. The next year he released The 
Clowns. He had been obsessed by images 
of clowns from when he was a child and 
made a documentary about them. My elev-
enth grade boyfriend and I ditched school 
and figured out how to take the bus to Holly-
wood so we could go to the opening. (I 
didn't want to register with the government 
so I didn't get a drivers license for a long 
time and it was too hard to hitch hike with a 
guy). 
I had heard of Satyricon because it 
was so rotorious ·butdidn't see it until I 
was older. Set in Nero's Rome, it is about 
the adventures of two young men and the 
boy they both love. This lush depiction of 
pagan depravity and weirdness was so vi-
sually stunning it inspired some of us to 
,buy crates of fruit and delve into deca-
dence in1 a big way. 
Fellini's next two films were two of 
his best, Roma and Amar<;ord. Roma has a 
Papal fashion show of the latest ecclesias-
tical garments that could compete with 
any in Paris for flash and drama. The film 
doesn't have 'a linear plot but flows from 
the late 30s to the early 7ps showing a 
surrealistic tableau of different aspects of 
Roman life over 30 years. Even with all its 
excess l!nd exaggeration it is easy to see 
the truth within the fantasy. Amarcord, 
which means "I !}emember," is the first, 
Fellini film you should see. It is the most 
·· accessible in terms of plot and character 
and the least bizarre, yet very Fellini. The 
story of a year in a small Italian town in 
the .Jate 30s with a gallery of picturesque 
characters, most of the action is seen 
through the eyes of a group of rebellious 
high school boys. Fellini always cast the 
most extreme physical types in his movies 
and· I al.ways wondered where he got all 
the µnusual-looking people. 
I have seen every Fellini film from his 
first in 1950 through Fred and Ginger a few 
years ago. He stopped and kissed my hand 
after I whispered "I love you," to him in 
Italian one night at a party in his honor (at 
what was the coolest club in New York at 
the time, Area). My other favorite director, 
John Waters, was there and when he saw 
Fellini kiss my haitd he kissed the other so I 
could have a matched set. swearing all the 
while that he wasn't worthy to be compared 
to the giant we both worshiped. That night a 
papar<Jl.Zi friend of mine took a lot of pic-
tures of all the celebrities and gave me the 
framed pictures that are still on my dresser 
of both my heros. I went to NYU Film School 
because Fellini inspired my love of films, 
and more than a few times I swore I would 
crawl across a room of broken glass to be 
able to work with him. 
When he died a few weeks ago the 
largest cathedral in Rome wasn't big enough 
to hold the tens of thousands of people 
)Vho filled the streets to watch his casket 
go by. He created more colorful charac-
ters, fabulous and extreme situations and 
visual stimulation than any film maker 
who has ever lived. Sophisticated and edu-
cated people all over the world have wor-
shiped him for decades and you n~ed to 
see what it was all about. I would be happy 
to arrange a showing of any of his films if 
some of you want to experience this alter-
nate reality for yourself. He was a God who 
could create new worlds in celluloid. 
"The visionary is the only true realist. " 
-- Federico Fellini 
Motions Top Ten List: Top Ten Prop,osed Classes 
For Next Semester: 
10. Prosecution Without Evidence: Lessons From the Akiki Trial 
9. Dog Law: A Seminar on Canine Rights and Remedies 
8. Avoidance of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act: How to 
Bribe a Customs agent and get away with itf 
7. Uncivil Procedure: Criminal Sentencing 
6. Ethical Issues in Child Custody Law (Meets for one week 
only) 
S. The First Amendment: Phyllis Shlafly Meets Beavis & 
Butthead 
4. Professional Reprehensibility: A clinical course in Rambo 
Lawyering 
3. Chances Are: A Survey of Gambling Control Law (With 
field tripsf J 
2. Alcohol and The Law: The Lawyer's Best Friend in 
Perspective 
1. Toast-R-Ovens: Toaster ... or Oven? 
